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Abstract
The report documents and justifies team LEGION’s senior design project, from research and
ideation to prototype manufacturing and testing. It begins by providing some background on the
project and outlining the mission scenario given by NASA. This is followed by related literature
on excavation of icy regolith on the moon, water transportation, lunar environment, and space
law. Next, research is performed into existing products, such as patents and various designs
from previous related NASA competitions.
After providing the relevant background information, focused objectives are outlined, with a
problem statement, boundary sketch, and engineering specifications. The wants & needs of
NASA are considered through a Quality Function Deployment (QFD). An engineering
specification table is put together to ensure that those wants and needs can be quantified and
achieved in a senior project class timeline.
Elaboration on the ideation process and alternative concepts are discussed, concluding in the
chosen concepts, with justification on how those decisions were made and how objectives
would be reached using these concepts. After this, a detailed description of the final design for
the NASA challenge as well as for the testing build is presented. Following this, the report
documents the manufacturing and design verification plan for the build. Manufacturing includes
the sourcing of materials and a step-by-step documentation of the building process, and design
verification includes the prototype testing procedure and the analysis and conclusions made
from the testing data.
Finally, a timeline of the project, key milestones reached, and list of deliverables are introduced.
Conclusions and recommendations are provided to reflect on the overall experience and
potential steps moving forward.
The LEGION team is made of Peter Karkos, Eva Kouyate, Vy Han, and Alex Lewis. Thanks
to Professor Eileen Rossman and Dr. Peter Schuster for advising the team
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1.0 Introduction
As countries expand their space exploration programs, technical limitations come into focus.
One of these limits is a lack of accessible water. Water may be an abundant resource on Earth’s
surface, but it is scarce and difficult to access on the moon. The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) has found that lunar soil—also known as icy regolith—is partly
composed of water. Removing this regolith from the ground, extracting its water, and moving it
to desired locations, is a complicated and difficult task. To encourage innovation and
collaboration to solve these problems, NASA proposed a new tournament: the “Break the Ice
Challenge.”
The Break the Ice Challenge conducted by NASA as a part of their Centennial Challenges
program. The Centennial Challenges program seeks innovations to reduce the technology gaps
in space exploration. This project focuses on a critical issue with lunar exploration. Lunar
habitats require vital resources, especially water and its various forms. With this challenge,
NASA asks teams to design a system for excavating and delivering icy regolith in extreme lunar
environments [1].
Numerous obstacles related to lunar conditions and technological limitations have been
uncovered and discussed. However, previous researchers have already made considerable
advancements that have aided our designs.

2.0 Background
An investigation into lunar conditions and existing devices capable of withstanding them is
required to fully understand the issues at hand. NASA’s provided mission scenario provides
highlights regarding operating conditions that our additional research builds on. From there, an
examination of projects from other competitions, existing excavation technology, and patents,
can provide key insights about mining and moving material on the Moon and can be used to
create a foundation for this project.

2.1 Mission Scenario
Through their website https://breaktheicechallenge.com/, NASA meticulously crafted a mission
scenario outlining their needs and the environment competitors will be working with. NASA
needs teams to construct system architectures which show how icy regolith at the excavation
site will be excavated, how water will be extracted from the icy regolith, using either the NASAprovided water extraction plant or a new method, and how water will be delivered to the
delivery site. Figure 1 shows where the delivery site and excavation site are located.
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Figure 1. Topographic map of the delivery site and excavation site (outlined in green) near the lunar south pole [1]

As seen on Figure 1, there is a total elevation change between the excavation and delivery sites
of approximately 450 meters. The total mission area measures 24 km2 and is located 11
kilometers from the lunar South Pole. The icy regolith is located at the Excavation Site, which is
a permanently shadowed region. The NASA Water Extraction Plant is located 200 meters from
the center of the Excavation Site. The Delivery Site is located 3.27 kilometers from the center of
the Excavation Site. It is a high and flat spot with a very low sun angle of 1.54 degrees
maximum, which ends up giving this area sunlight for approximately 60 percent of a 365 Earth
day mission. It is required to begin and end the mission at the Delivery Site. The material would
arrive from Earth on lunar landers for which NASA gives mass and volume specifications
(Appendix A1).
NASA gives the detailed terrain data with the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter Digital Elevation
Model Layers and Data Sets [2] and the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Lunar Orbiter Altimeter
Layers [3]. They also address the environmental conditions in which this project will be
operating. Thoseconditions can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1. Environmental conditions in the mission area [1]

Surface Temperature Range at
the Delivery Site

50K to 200K
Summer average ≅ 130K
Winter average ≅ 80K

Surface Temperature Range at
the Excavation Site

40K to 100K
Summer average ≅ 75K
Winter average ≅ 55K

Fine Lunar Dust Layer
(generally about 2 – 3 mm thick)

Smaller than 20 microns in size,
Very abrasive to equipment,
electrostatically charged, can travel
long distances when disturbed

Reduced Gravity

1.62 m/s2

Atmospheric Pressure

2.28x10-12 torr (Hard Vacuum)

The main objective from NASA is to extract a large amount of water, a minimum of 10,000kg of
water in a year. The water comes from the icy regolith. There is 0% of water in the icy regolith
that is 0 cm to 20 cm deep. From 20 cm to 100 cm deep, the icy regolith contains 4% of water,
and from 100 cm to 350 cm it contains 10% of water. More data on the icy regolith such as its
bulk density, porosity, compressive strength, and tensile strength, can be found in the Appendix
in Table A2. This information and the specifications for the provided water extraction method is
used to estimate the volume of water delivered to the delivery site.
The NASA Water Extraction Plant specifications are given by NASA as such:
●

●

●

Mass flow: Input from an excavator into the water extractor at a rate of 100 kg/hr
of icy regolith (either granular icy regolith with 4% water content or hard icy
regolith with 10% water content)
Power utilization:
○ 2.5 kW to produce 1,000 kg of water from 4% (wt) regolith
○ 1.4 kW to produce 1,000 kg of water from 10% (wt) regolith
Landed mass: 700 kg

NASA will be providing a power plant which is located at the center of the Delivery Site and has
a cable that allows power distribution from the power plant up to 4 km. The power plant will be
providing continuous 10 kW electrical power at 120 VDC regardless of lighting conditions.

2.2 Excavation
One of the main technological challenges of accumulating water on the moon is unearthing that
water in the first place. On the moon, water naturally takes the form of icy regolith. Icy regolith is
a layer of loose, rocky material that overlays lunar bedrock. This layer of rock varies in thickness
10

and density depending on where it is located on the moon. As determined by previous NASA
analyses, the amount of water contained in regolith can generally be determined by its depth [1].
Figure 2 below outlines this breakdown.

Figure 2. Percentage of Water in Icy Regolith at Various Depths [1]. The
deeper the regolith, the more water it contains

Deeper regolith differs from shallow regolith by more than just water density. Porosity,
compressive strength, and tensile strength vary between the regions of Figure 2. For instance,
the compressive strength of regolith with 4% H2O is only about 2 MPa. However, for regolith
with 10% H2O, the strength rises to a maximum of 35 MPa. Therefore, the deeper regolith is
much more difficult to extract (Appendix A2). In terms of compressive strength, the deep regolith
is comparable to moderately hard rock on earth.
Some organizations have already contemplated methods of excavating icy regolith. Three
general methods for excavation currently exist, including scooping motions, drilling, and melting.
Additional methods are based on practices used on earth. These include blasting, ripping, and
water jetting techniques [4] [5]. Others have proposed unique approaches to excavation, such
as using a percussive-actuated system to reduce the forces of excavation at the cost of input
power [6]. Additional specifics for some of these excavation processes can now be considered.

2.2.1 Scooping
Excavators have long been a useful tool for digging holes and trenches. Using either hydraulics
or a wire/pulley system, these devices have traditionally used a bucket mounted on a long arm
to dig. Due to their wide range of motion, excavators have been used in many industries for a
multitude of purposes [7].
However, there are a few downsides to this method of regolith extraction. First, excavators can
be very heavy—with the largest being 180,000 lbs [7]. The heavy weight is necessary in part
due to stability; excavators rely on the extra weight to lower their center of gravity and avoid
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toppling over during operation. Second, excavators must make multiple motions every time they
mine a certain amount of material. They continually maneuver their boom, alter the bucket
angle, and rotate the cab body to dig a hole. Third, due to the scooping motion, excavators
cannot dig straight down. Instead, they dig crater-like depressions in the ground. Thus, for every
chunk of deep regolith uncovered, a substantial amount of regolith with a low water content
would also be collected.

2.2.2 Drilling
Like excavators, there are now many different types of drills. These use a rotating drill bit to cut
a circular cross-section hole into various materials. When drilling in rock, the additional
hardness, mere rotational motion is often insufficient to make a hole. Therefore, the drill is
modified to apply some axial force along the axis of the bit as well (giving these drills their
name: “hammer drills”). When the purpose of drilling is to retrieve a sample of material, coring
drills are sometimes used. Section 2.7 covers these devices in greater detail.

2.2.3 Blasting
Blasting processes on earth have become a common way to break rock, due to their low costs.
To most effectively mine, holes are first drilled into the mining area. From there, explosives are
stuffed into the holes. After detonators are activated, the explosives experience rapid chemical
changes that result in rapid gas expansion. The pressure these gases exert on the surrounding
rock induces fracture [8].
While this process can be done quickly—and would likely unearth a substantial amount of
regolith in a short time frame—it has numerous disadvantages. Many drawbacks relate to the
intense oversight needed to orchestrate blasting. Holes must be drilled at particular intervals,
and detonations have to be timed with millisecond delays [8]. These steps are difficult to
automate. In addition, since each explosive can only be used once, a large volume of them
would be necessary for a year-long lunar mission. Furthermore, collecting the useful results of
blasting can prove tedious—on earth, this sometimes requires large earth-moving equipment.

2.2.4 Ripping
Trenchers are often used to dig long channels in the earth, though often with limited width and
depth. They either use a toothed wheel or a digging chain to cut through the ground. Most
common trenchers are only designed to dig up to a depth of about a meter.
When trenchers dig much further (past 1.5 meters), the devices can make the ground unstable.
OSHA requires various “protective systems” to stabilize the earth in these situations [9]. Most of
OSHA’s solutions involve complex efforts that would be difficult to automate. Additionally,
trenchers automatically output excavated material to the sides of the trench, rather than a
special container that would be used to transport regolith.
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2.2.5 Water Jetting
Whereas explosives use a gas to generate the pressure needed for mining, fracking techniques
typically use pressurized water instead. After a long vertical tunnel is drilled into the earth, the
drilling is then turned horizontally. Once some additional preparatory work is done, a waterchemical mix (up to 97% water) is pumped into the ground to fracture the rock. On earth, this
technique is used to bring natural gas and oil to the surface.
Fracking is economical on earth since the water input to the system is less valuable than the oil
output. This is particularly important because multiple gallons of water are needed for every
gallon of oil output. However, on the moon, both our input and output would be water.
Therefore, current fracking methods would not accumulate more water than would be
used in the system.

2.3 Water and Regolith Transportation
Once regolith is mined, the water within must be extracted. After this pure water has been
obtained—either directly from the ground using a filtration process or alternatively from NASA’s
provided black box water extractor (see Section 4.2)—the water must be transported to the
delivery site. On Earth, this is frequently done with canals and piping systems. However, canals
struggle to move fluids uphill. Pipelines, on the other hand, often require a high energy input [10]
as compressors and pumps are needed to transport gases and liquids. However, a select few
pump designs do not require an electrical input. These pumps often use a combination of
gravity and kinetic energy in the flowing water to move the fluid slightly upward—albeit at the
cost of water losses [11]. However, most fluid-transportation systems are heavily reliant on
earth-conditions. In space, fluid motion becomes much more complex. NASA is currently
considering variants of pumps using magnets to propel fluid through pipes [12].
There are other systems that nature uses to move water as well. For instance, trees first use a
negative water pressure alongside osmosis to draw water into their roots. Trees then use
water’s ability for capillary action and transpiration in leaves (creating pressure gradients) to
move water considerable distances upwards through the trunk [13]. Of course, phase changes
also allow for water to travel vast distances on Earth. For instance, the water cycle is
perpetuated by the liquid’s evaporation from large reservoirs (such as the ocean). Phase
changes could likewise be induced on the moon, though at high energy costs.
Due to these high costs, along with issues moving fluids in non-earth conditions, regolith
and water will always be moved in their solid forms.
Additional research will be conducted to analyze the energy requirements of another
transportation method—a bucket-and-cable system. See Section 2.7 for a description of
funicular railways, which will be incorporated into this design.
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2.4 Lunar Environment
While humanity has many excavation and transportation devices on our planet, these designs
are based on earth’s environmental conditions. Environmental conditions differ significantly on
themoon. Lunar dust, temperature, pressure, gravity, darkness, and radiation are all important
factors on the moon.

2.4.1 Lunar Dust
The outermost layer of the moon’s surface is coated with a fine lunar dust. Being so small—
under 20 microns in diameter—the dust can easily damage any exposed equipment.
Additionally, the dust can become electrostatically charged due to radiation. This phenomenon
can lead to dust whirling [14].

2.4.2 Temperature
Lunar temperatures can vary by up to 160 K, depending on the amount of sunlight in the region.
The maximum temperature in any location is 200 K, but the low temperature occurs in the
Excavation Site at 40 K [1].

2.4.3 Pressure
Atmospheric pressure on the moon is very low, so the site is considered to be within a hard
vacuum. Therefore, valuable insight can be found by using a phase diagram of water to
determine how changes in pressure and temperature might affect icy regolith. Figure 3 below
was found using EES [15]. Due to the low pressure, increasing the temperature would cause
water to sublimate rather than melt. Previous student teams have come to similar conclusions
when developing mining devices for Mars [16]. However, data on this required temperature for
sublimation on the Moon is limited. To prevent sublimation losses during the lunar summer,
sealing whatever container used for water/regolith transport may be necessary.
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Figure 3. Phase diagram for water [15]. Icy regolith occupies the purple point in the figure. Should temperatures increase past
about -150°C, as they do during the lunar summer, water within regolith may vaporize

2.4.4 Gravity
The Moon’s gravity, at about 1.62 m/s2, is much lower than Earth’s. This reduces the amount of
energy needed to move objects upwards, but also means that they take longer to fall
downwards. As a result, some particles (such as lunar dust) may remain suspended above the
ground for long periods of time [1]. Low gravity can also limit excavators’ ability to dig.

2.4.5 Darkness
While the Delivery Site will see sunlight about 60% of the time, the Excavation Site is situated in
permanent darkness [1]. Any optical sensors lacking built-in light sources will be rendered
useless during excavation. Additionally, the perpetual darkness prevents the use of solar
energy for power.

2.4.6 Radiation
No matter their location on the surface of the Moon, an astronaut experiences radiation two
orders of magnitude greater than what they would experience on Earth on average [17]. But
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elements beyond human health are likewise susceptible to ionizing radiation. Organizations
have funded facilities for the sole purpose of testing their electronics for radiation resistance
[18]. Due to the importance of reliable electronics both in nuclear engineering and in
engineering for space, analysis has already been performed on various methods of radiation
shielding [19].

2.5 Standards
Though limited in scope, there have been several proposals at establishing a common,
international set of standards regarding space. One notable law, the Outer Space Treaty of
1967, prevents countries from laying claim to objects in space. However, the treaty said little
about individuals’ ownership desires. Therefore, the Moon Treaty was drafted in 1979 to outline
further details. Multiple steps for implementing these detailed policies were planned, but
widespread dissatisfaction with the resulting treaty meant that the vast majority of countries
never signed off on it. According to Dennis O’Brien, president of the Space Treaty Project, “As
of January 2020, there is no internationally recognized mechanism for granting property rights to
anyone for any location or natural object in outer space” [20]. That hasn’t stopped some from
lunar excavation; the Chinese Chang’e-5 spacecraft recently returned to Earth after excavating
several pounds of lunar samples [21].
Building on China’s decision, former President Trump signed Executive Order 13914. While
stating that further agreements needed to be formed with other countries, the document also
outlined the United States’ perspective on outer space. The document states that “the United
States does not view [outer space] as a global commons. Accordingly, it shall be the policy of
the United States to encourage international support for the public and private recovery and use
of resources in outer space” [22].
There is a lack of clarity regarding the privatization of space. Therefore, regardless of the final
excavation solution, its implementation would likely lead to some amount of controversy. If this
design is successful in its mission, some public backlash would .

2.6 Other Competition Projects
Although there are not many existing solutions, there is plenty of research and innovation
currently being developed through competitions and funded projects. There is also Earth-bound
technology that can be transitioned into the lunar environment. Two of the biggest competitions
fueling new solutions are NASA's RASC-AL, or the Moon to Mars Ice & Prospecting Challenge,
and RASSOR. RASC-AL is a “challenge to explore and demonstrate methods to identify
different layers using system telemetry, and ultimately extract water from lunar or Martian ice
deposits,” [23]. Since this is a longstanding and ongoing competition, there have been many
teams, including some from Cal Poly, that have successfully developed and tested devices
made for this purpose. One of the currently running teams, Cal Poly’s STYX & STONES, is
developing a rotary hammer and masonry drill bit device that would drill 4” into the regolith
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surface and use a heated probe to shoot a jet of water laterally to melt the ice, which would be
pumped into a water filtration system. STYX & STONES’ water collection system, as inspired by
the 2019 Cal Poly team, is shown in Figure 4 [24]. Many past winners of the competition used
similar methods of drilling, heating, and extracting.

Figure 4. STYX & STONES Water Collection System
[24]

RASSOR, or Regolith Advanced Surface Systems Operations Robot, is a five-year long mining
operation to deliver lunar regolith to an oxygen production plant [25]. RASSOR uses
counterrotating bucket drums on opposing arms to provide minimal net reaction force. With this
design, excavation is not reliant on the traction or weight of the mobility system to provide a
reaction force to counteract the excavation force in low-gravity environments. During loading,
the bucket drums excavate regolith by scoops mounted on the drums’ exteriors that sequentially
take multiple cuts while rotating. Inside the hollow drums are baffles that trap the regolith and
prevent it from falling back out of the scoops. During hauling, the bucket drums are raised by
rotating the arms to provide clearance above the surface being excavated. The mobility platform
can then travel while the regolith remains in the raised bucket drums. When the excavator
reaches the dump location, the bucket drums are commanded to reverse their direction of
rotation, which causes regolith to be expelled out of each successive scoop. The project had a
competition for designs of the drums, and a first-generation prototype has been built and tested,
shown in Figure 5 [26,27].
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Figure 5. RASSOR 1 prototype [27]

2.7 Current Technology
The vast majority of humanity’s innovations have taken place on Earth, and some excavation
and transport technology could be modified to fit a lunar setting. The obvious first choice to look
at would be the construction industry, most of the equipment that has been developed is too
large, heavy, or would be difficult to automate. Transport methods, such as rovers and
conveyors, are out of our scope to design and install. Slightly older niche tools were relevant
and were researched during the ideation process.
Ice coring drills started with researchers in geology and their research into climate change.
These drills are taken by teams of researchers, explorers, and construction specialists, into
remote icy areas, such as the Antarctic or ancient mountain ranges, to core out long cylinders of
ice. These cores can be up to 6 meters in length and can be drilled from thousands of meters
below the surface. They contain hundreds of years of climate and geological data that can be
cut, stored, and analyzed. Ice cores are typically drilled by mechanical or thermal drills, but at
sites well below freezing, mechanical drills must be used. A mechanical drill is simply a rotating
pipe, or drill barrel, with cutters at the head. When the drill barrel is rotated, the cutters incise a
circle around the ice to be cored until the barrel is filled with ice. The cuttings, also referred to as
chips, are transported to a chip chamber in the drill [28].
Many large ice coring projects use specialized drills that hang on a cable. The cable runs from a
winch over a top wheel, called a sheave, on a vertical tower. The cable has electrical wires
inside that power the drill and allow for operation of the drill from the surface. This type of drilling
is referred to as cable-suspended drilling. Cable-suspended drill systems are preferred because
they significantly decrease the weight of the drill and its power consumption, shorten the time of
travel in and out of the borehole, and simplify the process of removing the cuttings from the
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borehole. Due to the remoteness of many of the drilling locations, the drills used are lightweight
and of modular design to allow for transportation. Extremely low temperatures and drilling
material also influence the design of the drills. For example, the Winkie drill, shown in Figure 6,
is a small ice and rock coring drill that can cut through both ice and bedrock [29].

Figure 6. Winkie ice coring drill, a cable-suspended
electromechanical drill [29]

Funicular railways were first invented in the 15th century as a way to transport people up steep
mountains [30]. Conventional trains use steel wheels that decrease rolling resistance, which
improves the efficiency of trains on flat ground, but would hinder their ability to get traction going
up steep slopes.
Combining the concept of a train and an elevator, the concept of a funicular railway is simple yet
effective. First, the car is pulled up the mountain by a cable, which means that traction is no
longer an issue. The wheels are only used as guides as the car is pulled up and down. The key
to the funicular is that it uses two cars at the same time, one on each side of a pulley at the top
of the mountain. The descending car's weight helps pull the ascending car up the mountain, and
the ascending train controls the speed of the descending train. There is still a motor powering
the pulley, but it only has to provide enough force to overcome the difference in weight between
the two cars and the friction of the system. Older funiculars are powered by water or animals
instead of motors, like the one in Fig. 7 [31].
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Figure 7. The Leas Lift, a water-powered funicular railway [31]

2.8 Patents
Due to the lack of activity in extraterrestrial environments, there are not many patents catering
to drilling or transport on the lunar surface. However, there are a few for the purpose of
excavating in low-gravity, vacuum environments [32]-[36]. Table 2 outlines some relevant
patents with possible solutions.
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Table 2. Patents Related to Space Environment Ground Operations

Patent Number

Patent Name

Description

DE102009006691B4

Autonomous
excavating device
[32]

An autonomous excavating apparatus that involves
a motor being controlled so that its rotational speed
changes based on a torque which is applied to the
device housing and caused by the change in the
rotational speed of the wheel, with the bucket
digging into the ground to allow the device housing
to move forward into the ground.

US9027265B1

Zero horizontal
reaction force
excavator [33]

An excavator that includes a mobile chassis with a
coupled bucket drum pair. The bucket drums are
coupled to the chassis at opposing ends for
positioning on the surface. The buckets mirror each
other when they are on opposing ends of the
chassis and when they are simultaneously rotating
in opposing directions.

EP1012361A1

Failure resistant
multiline tether [34]

A tether for transporting high loads with multiple
primary load-bearing lines and normally slack
secondary lines. These lines are connected
together with knotless, slipless interconnections so
the tether maintains high strength and some of the
lines can be cut without failure of the tether when
operated near the ultimate failure load.

CN103538751A

Automatic soft bag
sealing device for
drilling and coring
[35]

A device used for sealing the soft bag directly by
the aid of mechanical effect of high-temperature
memory alloy in the sealing process after lunar soil
collection in an agravic environment is finished,
and has the advantages of high reliability, light
weight, simple structure, convenience in operation
and the like.

CN103344451A

Lunar soil collecting
device and analogue
collecting device [36]

A device used for collecting lunar soil by utilizing
rapid volume expansion of a compressed gas in a
high vacuum environment, and by matching the
gas adjusting and measuring module with the data
collecting and controlling module. The pressure,
flow, frequency and duration of the gas can be
accurately measured and controlled so as to
provide power for the lunar soil collecting,
excavating and conveying module according to the
excavation requirements.
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3.0 Objectives
Space traveling humans attempting to live on the moon need continuous access to water. To
support life on the moon, technology is needed to excavate and transport lunar regolith.
Extreme lunar conditions require unique solutions and technology.
The purpose of this project is to create a high-level conceptual design for the excavation and
transport of icy regolith. NASA’s mission scope provides the option to outsource extraction of
water from the regolith. However, the option to complete this process in a unique system is also
allowed in the competition rules if it improves the design. The areas of responsibility for this
project are shown in thefollowing boundary diagram. This diagram assumes that the design
team utilizes the water extraction plant that NASA provides.

Figure 8. Boundary Diagram

As illustrated in Figure 8, the design team has 3 main tasks, shown with the 3 different boxes
inside our project boundary. This system will excavate regolith, transport it to the extraction site,
and then transport the extracted water to the delivery site.
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3.1 Stakeholder Needs
NASA wants to continuously extract and deliver as much water as possible. Using the Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) design tool, the team selected system specifications and ranked
them in relative importance (Appendix B1). Importance rankings were chosen for each
specification based on NASA scoring requirements and performance rankings of relevant earthbased mining and transport systems. The scores calculated within the QFD were used to help
select the most promising ideas. NASA evaluates solutions based on the quantity of water
delivered in one year, as well as the investment of resources required. The resource
investments of power, rocket fuel, and human energy should all be minimized as much as
possible.
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The following specifications, shown in Table 3, were chosen to meet these needs. All the
specifications are related to the amount of water delivered, minimizing the required resource
investment, or general operability in a lunar environment. Note that due to the nature of this
project, these specifications refer to the design sent to NASA. The specifications relating to the
testing prototype can be found in Chapter 7.
Table 3. Engineering Specifications Table

Spec #

Parameter Description

Requirement/Target

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

1

Distance Traveled *

4 km

± 1 km

H

A, S

2

Elevation Change *

450m elevation change

Minimum

M

A, S

3

Amount Of Water
Delivered *

10,000kg of water/year

Minimum

H

A, T

4

Mining Depth *

20 cm

Minimum

H

A

5

Lifetime *

One year

Minimum

L

A

6

Temperature Range **

40K to 200K

± 10 K

L

A

7

People Power

3 people involved
(remotely)

Maximum

H

A

8

Rocket Dimensions *

331 m3

Maximum

L

A

9

Weight *

10,500 kg

± 1,500

L

A

10

Power Required *

10 kW at 120 VDC

Maximum

M

A

11

Amount of Light Needed *

0 lumens

Minimum

L

I

*Refer to Section 2.1
**Refer to Section 2.4

H, high
M, medium
L, low

A, analysis
I, inspection
S, similarity
T, test

1. Distance Traveled
This is the distance water must be transported after leaving the
extraction site.
2. Elevation Change
This is the elevation gain the transport system must be able to traverse
while moving to the delivery site from the extraction site.
3. Amount of Water Delivered
This is the quantity of water that must be excavated and moved to the
delivery site during one year of operation.
4. Mining Depth
This is the minimum depth the excavator must reach in order to extract
water.
5. Lifetime
The system must last throughout one year of operations.
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6. Temperature Range
This is the environment temperature that the system will operate in.
7. People Power
There will be no humans on the moon supporting this mission. Three
people is the maximum amount of remote operators who would monitor
this mission from Earth.
8. Rocket Dimensions
All components of the design and the entire system must fit within
these dimensions to reach the moon.
9. Weight
This is an important evaluation factor because weight directly
translates into cost for any space mission. The weight of every
component in the system will be minimized.
10. Power Required
Energy is another high value evaluation factor. The system can use a
maximum of 10 kW at 120 VDC. This usage will be minimized.
11. Amount of Light Needed
There is complete darkness at the excavation site. The system will
need to operate with 0 lumens provided.

3.1 Specification Testing
Like mentioned previously, these specifications will not be tested because the final design sent
to NASA will not be built. A testing prototype will be built to test the carts and different
specifications will be tested. These specifications and tests can be found in Chapter 7.

3.2 High Risk Specifications
The distance traveled and elevation gain will both be the subject of analysis as well as
comparison to other industry standard methods. Four kilometers is a large enough distance to
present significant design challenges.
The amount of water delivered is one of the most important factors in the competition.
Excavating enough ice in an efficient manner is going to be one of the biggest challenges. The
mining depth is also a high-risk specification because it has a direct effect on the amount of
water delivered as the regolith’s water composition increases at greater depth.
Manpower is another high-risk specification for the system. The more autonomous the system
is, the more feasible it becomes for NASA to deploy. However, the more autonomy is required,
the more complex the system can become.
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4.0 Concept Design
To begin working towards a solution, the first step was the ideation processes. Once enough
ideas were gathered, the list was narrowed down to a select few. From there, decision matrices
were used to aid in our final design decision. After settling on a design direction, CAD models
and prototypes were developed to better demonstrate the design. Preliminary calculations were
performed to verify the feasibility of the design, and some future hazards were simultaneously
assessed.

4.1 Ideation Process
The ideation process began by focusing on three main functions of our system: making water,
moving water, and installation (autonomous setup of the system). With these three functions in
mind, ideation methods were used like brainstorming, brain dumping, and ‘the worst possible
idea’ to generate a large quantity of ideas. Images of the resulting Jamboards and ideation
sessions—with their descriptions—can be found in (Appendices C1 and C2). After reading
through these ideas, several concepts and ideas that came up often during ideation or showed
promise but needed further research were listed. This helped us narrow down what we
considered plausible while leaving room for more ideas (Appendix C3). Five concept models
were created by each team member based on concepts on this list to flesh them out,
discovering issues, benefits, and unique applications. The concept models and their
descriptions can be found in (Appendix E1). Most of these ideas went into our Pugh matrices. A
Pugh matrix is a criteria- based decision matrix that uses criteria scoring to determine which of
several solutions or alternatives should be selected. This tool was used to compare our ideas’
features to those of traditional and NASA-recommended devices using the wants and needs
from NASA. At this point, functional decomposition was used to determine the many smallscale functions the system needed to accomplish in order to achieve broader purposes. All the
individual functions fit under the broad categories of excavation, extraction, and transportation.
Therefore, these three main functions were determined to be the main goals of the system.

4.2 Top Concepts from Ideation
After reviewing the Pugh matrices (Appendix D) for each of the identified functions: making
water (excavation), moving water (transport), and extraction, the morphological matrix was
skipped, which is a form of random stimulation based on potential variations in a problem’s
characteristics, and instead a weighted decision matrix for each function was made. A weighted
decision matrix is a tool used to compare alternatives with respect to multiple criteria of different
levels of importance. The system subfunctions are modular and act mostly independently of
each other, so a morphological matrix was unnecessary to refine our design. By using multiple
detailed and well-researched weighted decision matrices, the top two ideas from each function
were narrowed down. These ideas are shown below. The other designs can be found in
Appendix C.
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4.2.1 Excavation Function Concepts
For the excavation, the top two ideas were the hard rock drill and the “scoopy” drill.
As shown in Figure 9, the hard rock drill is a traditional drill excavator, like the ones used on
Earth. A pointed drill bit rotates and scrapes the regolith, breaking it into small bits. The spiraling
pushes the broken regolith upward and out of the hole.
It should be noted that after doing some more research, the ice core drill was found, shown in
Figure 10, which is similar to the hard rock drill but is specifically made for taking out ice cores.
The decision to replace the hard rock drill with the ice core drill in our final decision matrix was
made.

Figure 9. Hard Rock Drill Sketch

Figure 10. Ice Core Drill Sketch

The “scoopy” drill, shown in Figure 11, is similar to a boring machine, but its axis of rotation is
parallel to the lunar surface. At the end of the drill is a drum with cut openings, like a cheese
grater. The scoops rotate and scrape the regolith. The sediment falls into the drum, and when
the drum is full, the drill can be removed and emptied into the filtration machine.
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Figure 11. Scoopy Drill Sketch

4.2.2 Transportation Function Concepts
For transportation, the top two ideas from the weighted decision matrix were the buckets on
cables and electromagnetic rails.
The buckets on cables, shown in Figure 12, are sealed buckets that would be filled with water
and fixed to a taut cable. The cable would be moved with motors similarly to a ski lift.

Figure 12. Buckets on Cables Sketch

The electromagnetic rail, shown in Figure 13, is a water container that has no moving
components (it could be leveled using non-powered wheels). It rests between two
electromagnetic rails. The electromagnetic rails levitate the container and propel it.

Figure 13. Electromagnetic Rail Sketch
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4.2.3 Water Extraction Function Concepts
Finally, for the extraction method the two top ideas were the NASA black box system and the
conduction heat transfer method.
The NASA Black Box, as mentioned in Section 2.1, is a water extraction plant provided by
NASA. A sketch of the concept is shown in Figure 14 and specifications of the plant can be
found in Section 2.1. The device is able to take raw regolith as an input and output any phase of
water desired.

Figure 14. NASA Black Box Sketch

The conduction heat transfer concept, shown in Figure 15, uses a simple structure to heat
chunks of regolith through direct contact (conduction). At the expense of power, this heat
transfer can cause water within the regolith to sublimate, thereby separating the two materials.
Pressurizing the area could enable melting as an alternative, producing liquid water. Heating
systems are generally lighter than the 700 kg NASA black box datum system. If attached
directly to an excavation mechanism, heat transfer processes are also relatively simple to
install. Operations can occur at a steady state autonomously once the system is set up,
simplifying the operation.

Figure 15. Conduction Heat Transfer Sketch
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4.3 Determining the Design Direction
After determining the top ideas for each function, they were compared in decision matrices.
Figures 16 to 18 include the final decision matrices. Most comparisons were made between the
highest-scoring concepts for each function. In the excavation category, the ice core drill was
compared to the scoopy drill. The conclusion was that the ice core drill would allow us to
excavate more icy regolith at the same rate as a scoopy drill. For transport, the buckets were
compared with cables to the electromagnetic rails and concluded that the buckets with cables
would be better due to the elevation and installation constraints. Finally, for extraction, the
NASA black box system was compared to the conduction heat transfer system and concluded
that the NASA black box system would be a more reliable solution. The competition awards the
most points forexcavation and transport systems (see our Project Management chapter), so the
decision was made to focus on these areas too.

Figure 16. Decision matrix for regolith excavation techniques. The ice core drill method was selected
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Figure 17. Decision matrix for regolith and water transportation techniques. The bucket-and-cable method was
selected

Figure 18. Decision matrix for water extraction techniques. NASA’s provided black box system was selected

4.4 Selected Concept Details
Once a design direction was selected, the next steps were to consider additional details by
modeling the system, performing more calculations, and reflecting on the system’s potential
hazards.

4.4.1 CAD Models
The rendering in Figure 19 depicts the excavator. The body is inspired by an earth excavator
and it has a rotating arm with the ice coring drill attached to the end. It will be multi-jointed so
that from a single position it can drill many holes. At the back, it has a mounted winch tethered
to the extraction site to allow for them to be connected at all times. The excavator is a key part
of the installation process. The versatility of this design will allow it to transport and install each
end of the cable transport systems before drilling operations begin.

Drill

Arm

Excavator

Figure 19. Excavator CAD

Figure 20 is a closeup of the double barrel ice coring drill. The outer barrel is first pressed into
the ground to secure the spikes. These spikes act as a counter-torque against the inner barrel.
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Once the outer barrel is secure, the inner barrel uses its three shavers to begin coring the
regolith.

Outer
Barrel

Inner
Barrel

Spikes
Shavers
Figure 20. Regolith Coring Drill CAD

Figure 21 demonstrates how the cable system tethered at the extraction site and the excavator
moves regolith back and forth between the excavator and the extraction site. The excavator will
core a single cylinder of the regolith. Then the end of the inner barrel will lock the regolith in and
pull it out of the ground. While this happens, the winch on the extractor will turn, rolling the
bucket towards the excavator from the extraction site. The core will be lifted, rotated to the other
side of the excavator, and placed in the bucket. Then the winch at the extraction site will rotate
and the excavator winch will unwind in order to roll the bucket containing the regolith core to the
extraction site. To conserve power and maximize water output, the speed of the winches will be
matched to the speed of the drill. Ideally the bucket’s round trip travel time between the
excavator and extraction site will be equal to the core extraction time of the excavator. If these
times are lined up correctly, neither system will waste energy by working at a speed the other
system is unable to match.

Figure 21. Excavation to Extraction System
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Figure 22 shows an outline of the entire system. In the system, the water begins on the right
and is transported to the left. Shortly after the regolith core is placed into NASA’s black box
extractor, ice is produced on the opposite side. This ice will be output directly into the second
bucket. Next, the bucket will be pulled up to the delivery site by the winch at the delivery site.
Upon arrival, the ice is unloaded and the delivery cycle is complete.

Figure 22. Full System Layout. Delivery Site (green) Transport Buckets (red), Excavator
(yellow), Extraction Site (black)

4.4.2 Preliminary Calculations
To determine whether an ice core drill could excavate a sufficient amount of regolith in a year,
an Excel analysis tool was developed (Appendix J1). The specifications of an existing ice core
drill, the “Winkie Drill”, were used as reference for our ice core drill calculation for the first
iteration [37]. The Winkie Drill was designed to drill ice and rock cores. The lunar landers
volume specifications were also included, as the design constraints is that the drill must fit in the
lunarlanders.
When designing the ice core drill, the length of the core was set to 3.5 meters, which is the
depth of icy regolith with water that was given by NASA (Figure 2 in Section 2.2).
The same wall thickness as the Winkie Drill of 0.027 meters was kept. The speed of the ice
core drill was set to 0.05 m/min, which is the fastest speed the Winkie Drill can move through
rock. This is a conservative choice as the Winkie Drill was tested on bedrock, while the icy
regolith is more similar to moderately hard rock. That conclusion was drawn by comparing the
compressive strength of icy regolith (Appendix A2) and the compressive strength of rock on
Earth [38].
The minimum desired volume of water by NASA is 10,000 kg of water per year, which equals to
0.03 m3 per day (assuming a density of ice of 900 kg/m3). By doing multiple iterations, the
optimal drill size of 0.256 m was chosen which creates a hole diameter of 0.31 m and that can
extract a volume of 0.06 m3 of water per day. This is equal to 19,312 kg of water per year almost double theminimum required by NASA.
While these preliminary calculations were useful in ensuring sufficient drill operation, a different
approach was needed to determine the effectiveness of other components. To look into the
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application of spherical wheels, a wheel was 3D printed - along with an outer casing - to gauge
the feasibility of them. Figure 23 depicts the resulting model. With someminor sanding, a
smooth finish was achieved.

Figure 23. Test print of spherical wheel. The hand was included to better
reflect the scale of the print

This model prototype showed that the early prototype wheel could easily roll, indicating that
spherical wheels would be feasible.

4.4.3 Potential Hazards
Although the device will be fully autonomous while operating on the moon, hazards can arise
during manufacturing and loading of the system on earth, where the danger is in the weight and
elevated height of heavy equipment. To minimize the chances of injury to humans prior to the
mission, the center of gravity must be low to the ground to prevent flipping and create secure
fixtures to prevent parts becoming loose or falling off. However, this system will be designed
assuming humans will not be in its vicinity, so operation and installation on the moon should
always be considered hazardous to humans. These hazards during operation are listed in a
Design Hazard Checklist (Appendix E5).

4.4.4 Future Challenges
There are no humans present during this mission, so the system is fully autonomous and must
set itself up on the moon without any humans present. Currently, the largest unknown in our
design is the installation method. This is mostly due to lack of time and ideas that can be fullyautonomous while fulfilling our design goals. However, several ideas that need further research
will be investigated before implementing in our design. It is currently expected that the
excavator pulls the equipment out of the lunar lander on the same cable that will later be used
for regolith transport.
There is a concern about testing, as there is no accurate way to test or simulate drilling inlunar
conditions, and many facilities that have the resources to do so are currently closed.
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Additional details of the design also need to be considered. Due to the large scope of the
project, further analysis of key components—including cable sizing, bucket dimensions, and the
movement mechanism of our ice coring drill—will need to be performed.

5.0 Final Design
After the concept-selection process, a final design was reached. Since the project is based
around an entire system, the full system will not be developed into a prototype. Rather, a more
simplistic verification prototype will be built to analyze some specific features of the complete
system. Therefore, this chapter has two main parts - the first considers the final theoretical
system design to be employed on the moon, and the second explores the final verification
prototype design to be developed. In each of the two sections, descriptions of the designs will
be provided along with explanations of critical components.

5.1 Final Theoretical System Design
To begin the discussion of the chosen theoretical system, an overview is provided. Details
related to the hardware are explored, followed by an explanation of component operations.
Discussion of the theoretical system ends with predicted performance analysis.

5.1.1 System Overview
The lunar water excavation system consists of an excavation sub-system, with an excavator
and a set of two rock coring drills, and two transportation subsystems, with a regolith cart and
a water cart connected with cables and winches. Figure 24 shows the system as a whole (not
to scale).

Figure 24. System overview (not to scale). The process begins with the excavator at the left and ends at
the delivery site on the right
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At the excavation site, an excavator supporting the rock coring drills digs cores of regolith out
of the ground. The drill rotates and places the regolith cores into the regolith cart.
The regolith cart secures the cores and is moved between sites using a cable and winch
transportation system. To move the regolith cart towards the extraction plant, a winch mounted
on the excavator releases the cable at the same rate a winch mounted on the extraction site
retracts the cable. The alternating pull between the winches is used for all transportation. The
regolith cart has unpowered spherical wheels that can roll in all directions. This is useful
because the excavator moves along an excavation path in a polar coordinate system. As the
excavator moves in arcs around the extraction plant, the cart’s wheels allow it to move in both
tangential and radial directions. The spherical wheels also allow the cart to be pulled into the
correct alignment during installation by tightening both connecting cables.
At the extraction plant, the regolith enters and exits the structure using a conveyor belt system.
Due to the extremely low temperature and pressure in the area, water is expected to be
produced from the extraction plant in the form of solid ice. In addition, in the near-vacuum
pressure, increases in temperature cause water to sublimate rather than melt [39]. Since the
regolith cart remains to the left of the sublimation line throughout the year, this cart does not
need to be sealed.
After ice leaves the extraction plant, it is collected by a water cart as a block of ice. The water
cart is very similar to the regolith cart. The main differences are its dimensions and an
additional sealing lid to prevent water losses by sublimation during transport. As discussed in
Section 2.4.3, the temperature of the water cart becomes sufficiently high for ice to sublimate
as it approaches the delivery site.
Using the cable and winch transportation system, the water cart is transported to the delivery
site. The water cart is pulled inside the delivery site for unloading, allowing for both the
remaining ice and water vapor to be captured.
The cycle of mining regolith, moving it to the extraction site, separating water from the rock,
and moving that water to the delivery site will be programmed to run autonomously. This entire
system will operate continuously for a full year of operation.

5.1.2 Hardware needed to complete the mission
The hardware for this mission is specifically designed to excavate and transport a large
amount of icy regolith and water in the lunar environment. It is assumed that the delivery site,
the extraction plant with the conveyor belt system, and the winches mounted on the delivery
site and extraction plant are pre-installed and already present on the moon at the time of the
launch. The complete set of devices being sent to the moon includes: the excavator and drill
system, the regolith cart, the water cart, and the connecting cables.
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5.1.3 Excavator
The excavator, shown in Figure 25, is the machine installing the transport carts and drilling the
icy regolith. It includes two adjacent rock coring drills inside an outer casing, a drill positioning
system, an installation arm, a starter battery for the installation process, a computer control
system, a winch, and four self-actuating wheels.
The excavator is programmed to be autonomous, but capable of allowing a remote operator to
take control. The excavator can also be controlled manually for unexpected maintenance. If
there is a need to straighten or move a component, the installation arm can be used. The
excavator can be controlled manually and driven anywhere within the mission area.

Figure 25. Excavator design

The excavator is 3.56 m long, 3.28 m wide, and the top of the frame is 1.14 m off the ground.
Most of the excavator body is made of titanium. Not only does titanium offer high strength for a
relatively low weight, but it also withstands the lunar environment well. Temperatures on the
moon are very low compared to earth standards, and as a result, metal components must be
handled carefully to avoid brittle fracture. Titanium is much more ductile than steel at lower
temperatures, so it is used frequently throughout the system [40].
Another formidable challenge is posed by the fine layer of lunar dust coating the moon’s
surface. Being so small—under 20 microns in diameter—the dust can easily wear away at any
exposed equipment. The dust can also become electrostatically charged due to radiation,
increasing its ability to cling to objects [14]. By using a new pigment-treated paint developed by
NASA, the electrical charge of lunar dust in contact with the excavator can be reduced. The
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paint relies on atomic layer deposition to dissipate electricity, thereby preventing dust from
clinging to the excavator [41]. Additionally, all motors and electronic components are sealed to
protect them from dust.

5.1.4 Drilling System
The drill positioning system shown in Figure 25 controls three axes of motion. The entire drill
positioning system can be rotated around the excavator body. The outer shell is attached to an
aluminum rail frame. Two compact DC motors can move the outer shell up and down along
this frame. The frame itself can also rotate, using the geared DC motor shown in Figure 25.
During the drilling process, the outer shell is pressed to the ground and the securing spikes
keep the apparatus steady.
Weight-on-bit is an important drilling characteristic that represents the downward force applied
by a drill bit to push the bit into the ground. This typically comes from the drill’s heavy weight
[42]. The weight of the internal drilling system is 6672 N on Earth. This means the lunar
weight-on-bit is 178 N per bit, due to the reduced gravity of the moon. The drill system is driven
by motors along a vertical rail to provide varying amounts of additional downward force as
necessary. This vertical rail is mounted on the innermost side of the outer shell. Two CPM90
motors are used to spin each drill. These motors are geared to increase torque.
This system is reliant on motors and heat-generating electronics. Due to the lack of air on the
moon, air cannot be used as a means of cooling the system. Therefore, water will be used as a
coolant in its place. With a high heat capacity, water can absorb a great deal of thermal energy
before experiencing notable changes in temperature [40]. Since water has the greatest specific
heat capacity of any liquid, it envelops each sealed motor in the system to prevent
overheating. The thermal energy transferred to the water can be radiated out from each
component through high- emissivity coatings applied to motor-and-water containment
structures. Knowing that the DC motors providing the downward force would heat up
significantly, there is a cooldown period of 30 minutes between each drilling period to allow for
maintenance of the motors.
Radiation is a threat to any electronic system used in space. In the case of the Moon, no
matter its location on the surface, an object experiences radiation two orders of magnitude
greater than it would experience on Earth on average [17]. Therefore, organizations have
funded facilities for the sole purpose of testing their electronics for resistance to ionizing
radiation [18]. Due to the importance of reliable electronics both in nuclear engineering and in
engineering for space, various methods of radiation shielding have already been developed.
This shielding technology will be applied to all electronics used in the system.

5.1.5 Rock Coring Drills
The drill system design can be seen in Figure 26. This coring drill design was inspired by a
double- barreled hard rock coring drill used by the U.S. Ice Drilling Program in Antarctica called
the Winkie drill. Normally a human operator applies counter torque to ensure that the outer
barrel does not spin. The dual drill setup solves this issue. Since the two drills spin in opposite
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directions, torque produced by one cancels out the torque created by the other. The remaining
torque is dealt with by securing spikes on the outer shell. The drill head uses some of the best
hard rock cutting material available. The regolith cutters are polycrystalline diamond cutters
topped with tungsten carbide studs. As with existing earth mining operations, the tungsten
carbide allows for fast penetration while the supporting diamond matrix greatly increases
durability [43]. The cutting head and core cutters are made of grade 5 titanium.
The cutting blades are engaged when the system reaches maximum depth. As the regolith
reaches the back of the drill, the pressure plate is compressed, pulling the inner cable of each
cutting blade towards the center of the drill. As the drill spins, these blades cut into the regolith
in a similar fashion to a lathe cutting into a workpiece. The linear actuator then holds the plate
in the compressed position. When it is time to release the regolith, the actuator pushes and
assists the spring in pushing the plate back into its normal position. This pulls on the outer
blade cables and moves each cutting blade back into position.
Existing drills are exposed to fine dust, high temperatures, and great pressures regularly.
Therefore, the dual-drill used in this system is expected to encounter few issues due to those
factors. However, the most sensitive components of the drill, ones not interfacing with icy
regolith, can be coated in the same pigment-treated paint as the excavator. This further
protects the system from lunar dust. Ice coring drills commonly encounter a problem when ice
shavings melt and then refreeze once they are moved away from the drill head by the auger
blades. It is assumed that this will not be a problem because water will sublimate in lunar
conditions instead of refreezing. There are holes in the outer shell to allow sublimated water a
path to escape.
While existing drills are designed for high temperatures, they also benefit from convection
cooling on earth - a phenomenon notably absent in space. Without any cooling fluid input, the
drill gradually heats up as it digs. Building the drill body with titanium is beneficial since titanium
has a low thermal conductivity and will take a long time to heat up. Since the drill is allotted 30
minutes to cool down, the drill body and cutter blades are given sufficient time to return to predrilling temperatures.
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5.1.6 Regolith and Water Carts
The regolith cart transports the drilled regolith cores to the extraction plant, while the water cart
transports blocks of pure ice to the delivery site. Both include four hollow ball bearing- inspired
wheels, a powered conveyor belt bed to release payload, multiple AC conveyor beltmotors, and
a rotating door. The regolith cart has curved siding to support the cylindrical cores, and the water
cart has flat siding to contain ice blocks. The water cart also has two rotating top covers to
prevent water sublimation. Points of high stress, such as the winch connectors, wheels, door,
and conveyor belt, are made of titanium, and lower stress sections, such as the siding, brackets,
and wheel frame, will be made of light magnesium alloy. Both carts are pulled by 1.27 cm
diameter woven maraging steel cables. Figure 27 shows the form of both carts, with all of their
components. The regolith bucket has an area of 376 cm long and 13 cm tall. It has a width of 25
cm at the narrowest point and 56 cm at the widest point. The water bucket has volume
dimensions of 114 cm long by 43 cm wide by15 cm tall.
Long-distance transportation techniques were largely designed around mitigating the influence of
lunar dust. One should note that the purpose of the wheels is to minimize friction with the
ground, not to gain traction in order to move each cart. The cable attachedto each cart uses
tension as the sole force to propel cart motion. Since wheels are unpowered, they contain no
electronics that could be damaged by dust or radiation. As a result, lunar dust poses little issue
to the transportation of water and regolith.
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Figure 27. Regolith and water cart models (not to scale)

Figure 28 shows a cross-section of the ball bearing wheels. The inner wheel has a hollow
interior to reduce weight. With a slanted guard edge and large clearance between the outer
casing and inner wheel, lunar dust can be scraped off by the guard edge and allowed to fall
naturally off the wheel surface. The lunar dust can escape via the upper or lower opening of the
wheel. Dust can still stick to the wheel, but enough will be removed for the wheel to remain
functional. The wheel has a diameter of 37.1 cm and a thickness of 1.3 cm.
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Figure 28. Cart wheel diagram

5.1.7 Concept of Operations
The mission begins with the installation of the transportation subsystem by the extractor,
starting at the delivery site. When the installation is done, the system runs continuously and
autonomously for a year. The interactions between the subsystems are designed to optimize the
amount of water delivered.

5.1.8 Installation
All devices specified in Section 5.1.2 are pre-attached on Earth using custom carabiner
clips and launched in the lunar lander. The excavator deploys from the lander atthe
delivery site upon touchdown on the Moon with all the components attached to it as
illustrated in Figure 29.

Figure 29. Position of the excavator, regolith cart, and water cart when exiting the lunar lander

The excavator is manually controlled by a pilot on Earth through radio transmitters for the
installation phase and is first driven to the offloading structure present at the delivery site. The
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delivery site structure has a winch pre- mounted to its wall. Each winch within the transport
subsystems will have a spare winch right next to the active winch, so that the excavator can
manually install a new winch if the current one breaks. Using the installation arm, the excavator
clips the water cart to the winch cable loop using the carabiner style clip situated at the back of
the water cart as shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30. Installation arm gripping the carabiner clip

Then, the excavator drives to the extraction plant. The extraction plant will have two winches
pre-mounted on opposite ends of the structure. To handle the polar path of the excavator,
the winch facing the excavation site is placed on a rotating fixture. The winch facing the
delivery site has a carabiner clip and the winch facing the excavation site has a loop. When
the excavator arrives at the first winch, the installation arm clips the carabiner clip to the front
loop of the water cart, shown in Figure 31, which finalizes the installation of the water cart.

Figure 31. Carabiner clipped on the water cart loop

The excavator then drives to the second extraction plant winch, facing the excavation site,to
clip the carabiner clip at the back of the regolith cart. Finally, the excavator drives to the
excavation site and plays out its winch cable to let the regolith cart reach its final position.
Once the extractor reaches its first drilling position, the installation arm retracts, completing
the installation phase in 48 hours.
The extractor then goes into autopilot and starts drilling. The system cycle timeline of the
operation process is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32. Timeline of operation processes. Note that the operation proceeds without any human action

5.1.9 Excavation of Icy Regolith
Once the excavator arrives at its drilling position, the drill positioning system adjusts the
drilling angle, so the shell and coring drills are normal to the ground. The outer shell is
pressed downward so that the securing spikes shown in Figure 26 are firmly planted into the
regolith. Both CPM90 motors power on, and the drills begin to spin in opposite directions.
The downward force motors begin moving the drills down the guide rail, and the cutting
blades start coring into the regolith. When the core reaches a length of 350 cm inside each
drill, the pressure plate in Figure 26 is compressed, which pulls the cutting blades in towards
the core. This breaks off the core and separates it from the ground. At this point, the drills are
retracted back into the shell, and the whole drill system is raised off the ground. Refer to the
excavation plan for excavation drawings.

5.1.10 Transport from the excavation site to the NASA Water Extraction
Plant
When the icy regolith core is excavated, the drill is angled and turns 180° to face the regolith
cart as illustrated in Figure 33. When the drill is angled and aligned with the regolith cart
correctly, the core breakers release the core onto the conveyor belt in the regolith cart. The
portion of the cores containing 10% water are the first to slide in the cart.
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Figure 33. Transfer of the cores to the regolith cart

The drill then goes into its initial position before drilling and the motors are turned off to allow
cooling while the transportation of the cores starts. The winch on the excavator gradually
releases the cable while the winch on the extraction site retracts its cable. This alternating
pull from the winches is used for all transportation, made possible by the ball bearing wheels
that have the ability to move in all directions. With this transportation method, the winch
motors are cooling down when they are not pulling the carts.
The regolith cart is estimated to take 30 minutes to go from the excavator to the extraction
plant. The speed of the regolith cart varies to keep a constant transportation time of 30
minutes. The speed is regulated by a control system that takes into account the distance
needed to travel from the extractor to the extraction plant. When the regolith cart arrives at
the extraction plant, the front frame of the regolith cart hits a pressure sensor that activates
the unloading sequence. The regolith cart door opens, and the cores are moved with the cart
conveyor belt onto the extraction plant conveyor belts. When the cores are unloaded, the
excavator moves to its next drilling position and the cart is pulled back to the excavator by
the winch mounted on the excavator. It takes 30 minutes for the regolith cart to return to the
extractor. There is 5 minutes of transfer time, 4 minutes for the cart to receive the cores and
1 to transfer the cores into the extraction plant. While the regolith cart is making its way back
to the excavator, the excavator starts drilling a new hole 30 minutes before the regolith cart
arrives. The cores are ready to be transferred into the regolith cart as soon as it arrives at the
extractor. This process is repeated non-stop for the whole year.

5.1.11 Water Extraction
When the cores are deposited onto the extraction plant’s conveyor belt system shown in
Figure 35, they are cut using a circular saw. Since the cores are placed with the regolith
containing 10% water first, the circular saw is placed 100cm from the entrance of the
extraction plant. So, when the whole cores are placed on the conveyor belt the cores are cut
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to separate the regolith containing 10% water (the first 250cm) from the regolith containing
less than 10% water (the last 100cm). The cores with the regolith containing 10% water go to
a black box that extracts the water from the regolith. The cores with less than 10% water are
collected and can be used for other purposes such as construction. The water extracted from
the black box comes out at a rate of 0.09 kg of water per minute. It was assumed that the
waterextracted is in the form of a 0.03 m3 ice cube. The ice block takes 13.75 hours to fully
form, from which it is transferred from the extraction plant conveyor belt to the water cart.

Figure 34. Conveyor belt system within the water extraction plant [44]

5.1.12 Delivery of water to the delivery site
Once the ice cube is in the water cart, the lid closes, activated when a pressure sensor on
the wheel frame senses the weight of the ice block on the cart, to prevent the ice from
sublimating. The pulling transport configuration of the second extraction plant winch and the
delivery site winch is used to move the water cart between those two sites. It takes
approximately 40 minutes for the water cart to move from the extraction plant to the delivery
site. At the delivery site the unloading system is initiated in the same way as the regolith cart.
The water cart’s door opens and the water ice cube is transferred from the water cart
conveyor belt to the delivery site conveyor belt. Once the transfer is done, the water cart
makes its way back to the extraction plant, opens its lid and receives the next ice cube. This
process is repeated for the whole year.

5.1.13 Pre-launch construction for architecture support
To maximize efficiency in the installation phase, several considerations must be made prior
to launch. First, whenever possible, components are assembled on earth. If for packaging
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reasons some components must be separated for the launch, the excavator can connect
them on-site via the manipulator and installation arm. Second, pre-existing facilities are
assumed to exist at the delivery and water extraction sites. While the water extraction site is
NASA’s provided black box, the delivery site can be a simple concrete foundation.
The existing system relies on these locations having a solid structure, with winches premounted to surfaces as shown in Figure 35. Were the excavator to install these winches
itself, valuable excavation time would be needlessly lost. After all, some sort of device
(perhaps even humans) is needed to set the black box up in the first place. And water must
be stored somehow at the delivery site. It is most reasonable to have winches set up when
sites are first constructed, rather than installed later by an excavator that will have no need
for installation tools for the remainder of its operational life.

Figure 35. Position of the winches on the extraction plant entrance (to the right) and exit
(to the left)

One of the benefits of the cable-operated cart system is the minimal support necessary for
regolith and water transport. Roads and berms are unnecessary for the system to operate.
The system installs itself on the moon quickly, then begins excavation.

5.1.14 Sensing and Control Systems
During installation, the sensor systems will be geared towards aiding a remote human
operator. Multiple cameras mounted on the excavator will be used along with lights during
this phase. These cameras will also be used for periodic system checks on the excavator.
Though the installation phase is the only phase where the excavator must be manually
controlled, there will be constant communication throughout the year and it can be switched
back to manual mode if need be. Cameras will also be mounted at the extraction site and
delivery site for periodic system checks of the transport system.
For autonomous operations, the primary form of sensing and control will be rotary encoders.
Using rotary encoders on each winch system, both transportation carts can be located. At the
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point of contact with the extraction and delivery sites, pressure plates will also be used to
verify the cart is in the correct position for transfer. On the excavator, encoders will track the
position of all system components, including the wheels, drills, and outer shell. The excavator
will maintain an internal map of its movements in addition to using the Global Navigation
Satellite System technology available for this mission. Visual sensors will not be used for
system positioning, since they are difficult to protect from lunar dust.
Diagnostic sensors will be used on the entire system. Temperature sensors are to be placed
at motors in order to prevent overheating. If any motor gets too hot, the system can slow
down in order to prevent failure. Strain sensors will be placed at critical points like the drill
shaft and the transport cables. These sensing systems will give the humans at the delivery
site and controllers on earth a complete picture of system performance.

5.1.15 Performance Analysis
The purpose of designing this system was to maximize water gain while minimizing energy
use and landed mass. Various calculations in Excel were performed to design the system
and can be found in Appendix J. Volume information can also be found there. In this
section, tables will be used to summarize the analysis. Table 4 includes the most
important parameters calculated.
Table 4. Critical NASA performance metrics

However, as discussed in Section 3.1, several other specifications needed to be met for
the system to be successful. Table 11 of Section 7 includes these same specifications.
Below the table is a brief explanation of how the specifications were achieved. The
remainder of this chapter elaborates on the most important specifications from NASA’s
perspective.

5.1.16 Equipment Mass
To reduce the overall mass, the system was designed so that all components are essential to
the mission. Titanium was used for most of the hardware as it is a lightweight, yet strong,
material.
After calculating the mass of all the equipment that will be in the lunar lander, which is the
excavator, drill position system, rock coring drills, regolith and water carts, the total mass in the
lunar lander was found to be 5,746 kg. Adding the mass of the winch and cables that are
assumed to already be attached to the extraction plant and delivery site structure, as well as the
mass of the extraction plant with the mass of the conveyor belt system included, the total landed
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mass as found to be 9,149 kg. Since the delivery site was assumed to already exist on the
Moon, its mass was not included in the total landed mass calculation. The mass of each
component used in the mission can be found in Table 5.
Table 5. Equipment mass

5.1.17 Water Mass Delivered
When designing the system, the limiting factor of water delivered was chosen to be the
NASA provided water extraction plant’s operating speed. By running this plant at maximum
capacity (100 kg/hr of regolith input) for the mission duration - except for system setup time the potential amount of water extracted was found to be approximately 46.8 metric tons.
Table 6 includes some of the key aspects of this calculation. Water extractor downtime was
found in part from system setup time, while water and regolith masses were calculated from
core geometries and material densities.
Table 6. Select water mass calculations

To obtain the full 46,800 kg of water, the water cart and regolith cart are active at all times.
The drill runs for 30 minutes at a time, followed by a cool-down period of 30 minutes.
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5.1.18 Equipment Energy Use
The energy needs for each component in the system were determined separately. By summing
the power usage for each moment in the operation, the maximum power use was found.
Averaging power use over time was also needed to determine the amount of power used in a
year. Power calculations for the three most power-intensive components - the excavator wheels,
the drill, and the winches - will also be explored.
Moving the excavator requires notable power. For this calculation, the tire radius and
excavator weight were used to find an approximate friction force on the wheels, and, as a
result, the tractive torque. To move itself four kilometers per day, which is required for the
initial system installation, the excavator must have 1.55 kW supplied to its wheels. Next, the
drill power usage has been included. This calculation relied on drill geometry, the cutting
speed, and specific cutting force. The specific cutting force was found using compressive
strength data provided by NASA [C]. Table 7 shows some of the steps taken in this
calculation.
Table 7. Excavator drill power calculations

The winches used to pull the water and regolith carts also use significant power. Needed
tension in the cable was calculated from desired transport timing and cart wheel friction,
leading to power needed to drive the winches. Many other components also require power,
though not as much as the excavator wheels, coring drills, and winches. Table 8 includes the
average power used by all of the components.
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Table 8. Average power use by component

Power is supplied to all components continuously by the delivery site. Components are
expected to receive their power via electrical cables, though they would still operate if NASA
decided to install batteries or use another mechanism to energize devices. The expected
means of powering the system involves a long electrical cable that extends from the delivery
site to the excavator, powering the two cart conveyor belts, four winches, and water
extraction plant along the way.
This cable is solely intended to provide power, not to create mechanical forces. Close to the
excavator, the electrical cable is suspended above the ground to prevent damage due to
drilling or the excavator wheels.

5.1.19 Additional Performance Considerations
As demonstrated in the Excel sheet, most calculations used conservative values. However,
some calculations required that a simpler view of the system be taken. For instance, in mass
and volume calculations, there are no fasteners, welds, or other manufacturing features in
part designs. Energy calculations were based on performance data for motors on Earth and
would therefore perform differently in lunar conditions. Water mass conditions assume a lack
of sublimation loss during the drilling and water extraction processes.
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5.2 Verification Prototype Design
Creating a prototype system with the level of complexity described in Section 5.1 would require
more time and money than is available to complete the project. Therefore, a smaller and simpler
prototype was designed and will be built in the coming weeks. Chapter 6 considers the
manufacturing of the prototype, Chapter 7 outlines the testing procedures to be performed, and
Chapter 8 discusses the timeline of the remainder of the project.
Among the most important elements of the complete system is the spherical wheels used in
both the regolith and water transportation carts. If the wheels break, get stuck, or otherwise fail,
the timeline for all system operations is disrupted. As such, ensuring the durability and reliability
of the cart wheels is essential.
While spherical wheels appear useful for reasons discussed in Section 5.1.6, the difficulty of
manufacturing makes the wheels impractical in most applications. Therefore, there is limited
data on their effectiveness, particularly on granular or dusty terrain. The following verification
prototype design serves as a tool to determine whether or not spherical wheels would be
practical in a lunar environment.

5.2.1 Overview
Since the primary purpose of the verification prototype is to assess spherical wheel
performance, only the aspects of the design that are critical for wheel function need high
scrutiny. The cart body mainly acts as weight on the wheels, and the cable-and-winch system
can be modeled as an applied force on one end of the cart. Therefore, the model was simplified
to reduce the complexity and cost of the verification prototype.
An entire cart-and-pulley system will be built to acquire more information on real-world wheel
motion, by testing four wheels on a cart rather than with a single wheel in a fixture. However,
since both carts in the theoretical model use the same wheel design, only one cart will be built
as a part of the verification prototype. The bucket size of the verification prototype was chosen
according to the sizes of available testing weights, along with aesthetic considerations. The
bucket (and cart body) will be a rectangular shape composed of plywood, screws, and Lbrackets. Figure 36 is a proposed 3D model of the bucket.
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Figure 36. Model of the verification prototype cart’s bucket. The bottom and sides are composed of plywood, which is held
together by L-brackets and wood screws. The bucket is approximately 0.6 m long, 0.3 m wide, and 0.2 m tall

The theoretical cable’s material does not affect wheel motion. Therefore, a thin rope will be used
in place of the cable in the verification prototype. The rope can be pulled either by a hanging
weight or by a rotating spool.
However, hanging weights and spools need a framework to function correctly. Therefore, a
stable, stationary device was created to support both rope-pulling tools. The stationary device
takes the form of two large wooden frames, one on each side of the bucket. During testing, only
one frame is needed, as discussed in Section 7.2. However, at the Project Expo, a different
configuration will be used to demonstrate the cart functionality. At the Expo, both frames will be
implemented, one on either side of the cart. The rope from one spool will connect to the front of
the cart, while rope from the other connects to the back. Figure 37 shows a single frame as a
3D model. The left side shows the frame to be used for testing - the three pulleys allow for
weight to be hung on the high end of the rope. The right image shows a modification to the
frame, allowing it to be used for demonstration purposes at the Project Expo. Since small holes
are drilled in the front two columns of each frame, slender metal conduit can temporarily be run
through the frame to create the desired rotating spools.
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Figure 37. Model of a pulley frame used as part of the verification prototype. The left side shows the frame to be used for
testing. The right image shows a modification to the frame for the Project Expo

The final aspect of the verification prototype is also the most important - its wheels. To ensure
spherical wheels in the limited time available, the wheels will be 3D printed and reinforced with
an adhesive. Due to limited printer sizing and the incredible amount of time necessary for a
single large print, the wheels will be made to have a 0.1 meter radius. Figure 38 depicts a 3D
model of a single verification prototype-wheel, while Figure 39 reveals the entire cart to be built.

Figure 38. Model of a single wheel used as part of the verification prototype. The entire wheel and casing will be 3D printed
with PLA plastic
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Figure 39. Complete 3D model of verification prototype cart

5.2.2 Meeting Testing Specifications with the Prototype
Section 7.1 outlines the two main specifications to be tested with the verification prototype. Both
relate to the ability for the prototype to overcome static friction and begin to move when a
sufficient tension force is applied through the rope.
As mentioned in Section 5.2.1, most components are not expected to significantly hinder wheel
motion. The wheel design itself is the greatest unknown. But to ensure spherical wheels could
be manufactured, a test print was first made. Figure 40 shows a smaller version of a 3D-printed
wheel with a simple outer casing. The small wheel has more extreme curvature than the wheels
to be printed, proving that the gentle curvature of the final wheels is possible to print. However,
it is important to note that the larger wheels will take much longer to print.

Figure 40. PLA test print of a single wheel
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5.2.3 Prototype Safety, Maintenance, and Repair
Since the verification prototype is a relatively small build, made from commonplace materials, it
poses minimal safety risks. Only improper use of the device would result in injury. Appendix F,
Table F2 shows how a design hazard checklist was completed for the upcoming prototype.
The sole hazards relate to the presence of pinch points and heavy weights. To address these
challenges, a design hazard plan was developed in Table F3. The plan uses warning labels,
blocking of pinch points, and vigilant operator monitoring during testing to ensure people stay
safe around the prototype.
One should note that this prototype is designed primarily to test wheel functionality, not to
withstand long periods of use. So long as the device is not left outdoors or unsupervised,
minimal maintenance will be necessary.
If the prototype experiences any issues or failures, repairs will be readily performed. The low
cost of needed materials means that any replacement parts can be procured easily as well. The
hardest parts to replace would be the wheels and their casings. However, since they will be 3D
printed, these parts could be printed from scratch for a minor cost. Since the prototype wheels
would take the longest to replace, they will be inspected regularly for cracks and defects once
testing begins.

5.2.4 Prototype Cost Analysis
All materials to be used in the construction of the verification prototype are commonplace and
relatively inexpensive. These materials will be procured from Home Depot. An official
purchase list can be found in Table G1 in Appendix G. The following table, Table 9, compiles
the individual material costs to show summarized prices for building each major component.
See Table 10 in Section 6.3 to see the costs of each part.
Table 9. Summarized component costs for verification prototype. Free parts - such as scrap wood and weights - are not
included

Major Component

Parts Involved

Total Cost

Cart Body/Bucket

Plywood, L-Brackets, Screws,
Aluminum Square Tubes,
Bolts, Nuts, Bike Hooks, Paint

$82.75

Cart Wheels and Wheel
Casings

PLA Plastic Filament, Screws,
Nuts

$49.75

Pulley Frames

Green Douglas Fir 2x4 Boards,
Pulleys, GRK Screws, EMT
Metal Conduit, Bushings, Paint

$111.21

Testing Materials and
Miscellaneous Fees

Tarp, Rope, Sand, Gravel,
Painting Supplies, Bags, Fees

$108.25

Entire Prototype

All Components

$351.96
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5.2.5 Remaining Prototype Concerns
This prototype will be built to only meet a couple of customer needs - mainly related to wheel
functionality. There are many other unproven ideas used by our theoretical system. But with a
focus on the prototype, the greatest threat is that the wheels are a different size, material, and
support a smaller load, than wheels in the actual system. However, addressing these concerns
would require much more time and resources than are presently available.

6.0 Manufacturing
Once a final design was determined, a verification prototype was built. The following chapter
outlines the series of steps used to create the prototype build. To begin, a description of the
cart manufacturing process is given. Next is a discussion of pulley frame construction. The
chapter ends with a budget summary and future manufacturing recommendations. The exact
dimensions of all parts can be found in the detail drawings of Appendix H. All manufacturing
and assembly were completed in the Mustang ‘60 machine shop.

6.1 Cart Manufacturing
The bucket built for the verification prototype cart (not including the wheels) required two
15
"x2’x2’
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plywood panels, a 1/20” thick aluminum square tube, twelve galvanized corner braces,
3

eight zinc-plated corner braces, two 30 lb capacity screw-in hooks, and forty-eight #6-8” Phillips
flat head sheet metal screws. All of these materials were acquired from The Home Depot. The
wheels and wheel frames were 3D printed using PLA ordered from Amazon and a Prusa MK2/S
printer. See Drawing 001 of Appendix H for an overview of the complete cart assembly.
After procuring materials and resources, the plywood was cut into two 11.63”x7.85” panels, two
23.63”x7.85” panels, and one 24”x12” panel using a table saw. Figure 41 shows the plywood being
cut. Drawing 002 in Appendix H also provides details on panel cuts. The panels were then oriented in
an open-top box orientation and assembled with the galvanized brackets.

Figure 41. Cut the plywood to manufacture the cart
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A total of twelve brackets were used to connect all the wood panels. Figure 42 below and Drawing
003 of Appendix H illustrate the locations of the brackets. Four wood screws were used to secure
each brace.

Figure 42. Adding galvanized brackets

Next, the two hooks were screwed in at the front and back of the cart. Small pieces of plywood
were cut to size and placed on the inside wall of the cart while the hooks were being screwed in,
as shown in Figure 43. These small pieces prevented the sharp ends of the hooks from
protruding into the interior of the cart.

Figure 43. Adding the bike hooks and plywood reinforcement to the cart

The aluminum tubing was cut into two 30” sections using a band saw. Each piece had four 0.25”
diameter wheel connection holes drilled at each end of the tubing using a drill press. Two 0.16”
diameter bracket connection holes were drilled on each side under where the short end of the
plywood container would lay. All the holes were deburred. Machining of the aluminum tubes can
be seen in Figure 44. Dimensioning of aluminum cross beams can be found in Drawing 004 of
Appendix H.
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Figure 44. Manufacturing of the aluminum tubes

Eight zinc mounting brackets were screwed to the bottom of the cart to attach the aluminum rails.
The cart frame was then positioned under the short end of the plywood container and secured
using the zinc-plated corner braces, shown in Figure 45. The initial build plans called for four zinc
brackets in total, but ultimately eight were used to ensure secure connection between the cart
and the aluminum tubes.

Figure 45. Assembly of the zinc mounted brackets and aluminum tubing

Now that the cart framework was complete, the individual wheels and their outer casings could
be 3D printed. The left and right halves of the wheel frames are screwed together with #10 2-½”
screws, with the wheel inserted. The wheel frames then slid over each end of the square tubing
sections and bolted on at the through holes using #10 1-½” machine screws. Individual parts of
one wheel and their assembly can be found in Figure 46. See Drawing 005 of Appendix H for
details on 3D printing the wheels, while Drawing 006 depicts steps in wheel assembly.
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Figure 46. 3D Printed Wheel Assembly

6.2 Manufacturing pulley frames
Two pulley frames were created for the verification prototype. One frame was designed for
testing purposes and will be called the “testing frame.” The second frame is solely used for
system demonstration purposes, so the second frame will be called the “demonstration frame.”
The testing frame can be modified for demonstrative use as well. Drawing 007 in Appendix H
depicts the final assembly of one pulley frame. See Section 5.2 for the rationale behind testing
or Section 7.3 for the final results.
Creating each frame required one ceiling mount pulley, five whitewood 2 in. x 4 in. x 8 ft.
boards, 32 GRK screws, 3/16” rope, five feet of ¾” steel conduit, two ¾” set screw connectors,
and four 1” nylon snap-in bushings. All these materials were procured through The Home
Depot.
Materials were first machined to appropriate sizes. The 2x4s were cut to 36” and 20” lengths
using a miter saw. To ensure that boards would later fit together snugly, all sides of each board
were planed using a jointer. These steps are illustrated in Figure 47, as well as Drawing 010 of
Appendix H.
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Figure 47. Cutting and planing the 2x4s

A 1¼” hole was drilled in four of the 36” boards at a distance of 10” from the end, as shown in
Figure 48. These holes were made to fit the 1” bushings, which support the metal conduit. Since
no drill bit was a perfect fit for the bushings, the holes were expanded to the correct size using a
rotary sander.

Figure 48. Manufacturing the holes for metal conduit

Once all the bushings were snapped into place, assembly of the boards began. Sixteen 36”
2x4s were used to construct four versions of the square assemblies in Figures 49 and 50.
Drawing 008 in Appendix H includes additional details on constructing these assemblies.
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Figure 49. Square assemblies

Each corner was secured with two GRK screws. Since the wood began to crack when the first
couple screws were inserted, pilot holes were drilled prior to inserting each subsequent screw.

Figure 50. Manufacturing of the square assemblies

The squares were combined together as shown in Figure 51. One square with holes and
bushings was placed at the front, while a square lacking holes sits at the back. The top supports
(the 20” boards) were attached first with two GRK screws at each joint. The bottom 36” planks
were attached after the top pieces. The screws used to combine the square subassemblies into
full frames were too long and protruded out of the wood, so they were bent and hammered back
into the wood for safety.
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Figure 51. Combining the squares together to create the frame

The top pulleys were screwed in at the center of each of the top pieces of the frame. The
bottom pulley was similarly screwed onto the front bottom section using #9 ⅜” screws. All the
pulleys were centered on the frame. They were oriented such that the rope changes directions
in 90 degree increments and is tangent to all three pulleys as shown in Figure 52.
The testing frame required an extra two pulleys, but otherwise used the same materials as the
demonstration frame.

Figure 52. Attaching the pulleys and using rope to mark the pulley positions

An orbital sander was used to smooth all faces and to create chamfers along the edges of each
frame. The sanding process can be seen in Figure 53.
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Figure 53. Sanding frame and chamfers

After both the frames and the cart were assembled and sanded, they were covered in a coat of
paint for aesthetic and protective purposes, shown in Figure 54. The frames were painted a
space grey, and the cart was made a dark blue.

Figure 54. Painting the frames

To fit in each pulley frame, the metal conduit had to be cut down. Figure 55 shows how the
conduit was cut using a steel chop saw. The conduit was first cut to 60” lengths, but when that
proved too long, the length was reduced to 45”. This length allowed the conduit to extend 9”
beyond the edge of the frame and have a handle secured on the end.
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Figure 55. Cutting the steel conduit

Each end of the conduit was deburred using a grinder. Using a drill press, a ¼” hole was drilled
through each 45” section of conduit at a distance of 18” from one end. This hole allows rope to
be attached to the conduit. Figure 56 shows the deburring process and holes drilled in the
conduit. All conduit dimensions can be seen in Drawing 009 of Appendix H.

Figure 56. Deburring the steel conduit and drilling holes in the conduit

After putting each conduit in its respective pulley frame, rope was run through the hole and tied
off. The conduit winds up the rope into a spool, demonstrated in Figure 57.
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Figure 57. Rope wound around conduit & pulley on testing frame

The bushings and set screw connector were installed onto the holes of the pulley frames. While
using the testing frame in its testing configuration, the metal conduit can be removed from the
frame. The rope can slide through the slot below the bottom pulley, up through the top front
pulley, horizontally through the back pulley, and then hang loose on the rear of the frame.
Bagged masses can be tied to the hanging rope, while the other end of the rope was attached
to a hook on the cart.
Alternatively, in demonstration mode, the rope was first tied through the hole in the center of the
conduit. Next, by rotating the conduit, the rope is wound around the metal to form a spool. The
end of the rope was then fed down through the bottom pulley, before being attached to the
hooks on the cart. The testing and demonstration assembly configurations are shown in Figure
58.

Figure 58. Testing and demonstration prototype assemblies, respectively

The demonstration frame never needs to move the cart with predetermined hanging masses,
only support a spool of rope. The two top pulleys were not installed on this frame because they
are only needed for hanging masses. There was also confusion while orienting this frame, and
the conduit holes were placed on the back section of the frame instead of the front. However,
since this frame will not be experiencing high loads, altering the frame is not necessary.
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A tarp and small plastic bags have also been acquired for use in testing. All were purchased
from The Home Depot in a second procurement trip. Small gravel pebbles will be used as the
test weight, sand will be used as regolith simulant, and a scale from the ME department has
been acquired through Ben Carr.

6.3 Budget status
All purchasing information can be found in Table 10. While a limit of $500 was set for this
project, purchasing costs came out to approximately $350. No travel or other paid services
were necessary for the project, so the total cost of the project is also about $350.
Table 10. Complete list of purchases. Subtotals are provided for each category
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6.4 Recommendations for future manufacturing
During the manufacturing process, there were several challenges that were faced due to the
materials purchased, the purchasing process, and the absence of usable facilities. The wood
purchased from Home Depot was of poor quality and had to be repeatedly planed, sanded,
bent, and reoriented to fit the design and make the design aesthetically pleasing. Another
challenge resulted from order timing. The purchase order for the PLA was sent to Cal Poly at
the beginning of the manufacturing phase, so the wheel systems could not all be printed by the
time the other sections of the prototype were completed. In addition, the Innovation Sandbox
was not open for use, so only one 3D printer was available to manufacture the wheel systems.
One lesson learned is to plan ahead for purchase order processing and shipping and be
cognizant of potential delays in the manufacturing plan. When selecting wood and other
sensitive materials, ensure the pieces are in good condition and are stored in an area that is
protected from the elements. Have contingency plans for storage and testing facilities.
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7.0 Design Verification
When manufacturing was complete, the wheel system was tested. This chapter contains the rationale
behind testing, testing procedures, results, and analysis. It ends with a note for future testers.

7.1 Specifications
The theoretical system described in Section 5 has several specifications that one could test. All
specifications and justification on how they were met can be found in Table 11.
Table 11. Theoretical System Engineering Specifications Table

1. Distance Traveled
To ensure regolith can be transported to the water extraction plant, and that water can be
moved to the delivery site, similarity was first used to compare the system with existing
systems. This involved selecting materials that have already been used in the lunar
environment. Analysis was used to develop a timeline of operations (see Section 5.1.8) to
make sure that distances could be traversed in an acceptable timeframe.
2. Elevation Change
Water undergoes an elevation change when moving away from the crater and towards the delivery
site. First, similarity was used to compare the system with existing systems involving cables along
slopes – such as gondolas and ski lifts. Second, the elevation change was taken into account when
determining the necessary winch power to pull each cart in the analysis.
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3. Amount of Water Delivered
The quantity of water recovered and delivered was determined using a series of drilling calculations.
See pages J-1 through J-3 of Appendix J for these calculations. Since the spherical wheel design
proposed was difficult to assess through similarity, a prototype of the wheels was also tested. See
Section 5.2 for prototype details and Section 7.3 for the final results after testing the prototype.
4. Mining Depth
To extract regolith containing water, the excavator must be capable of digging down a certain
distance. By modeling the excavator on an existing drill (the Winkie drill of the U.S. Ice Drilling
Program) and using drill materials known to cut through hard rock, the system can greatly surpass
the minimum mining depth.
5. Lifetime
The system must last throughout one year of operations. To that end, durable materials were
analyzed and selected for every component. Additionally, the repair arm installed in the excavator
means that maintenance can be performed remotely on damaged components.
6. Temperature Range
The system operates at a range of temperatures. As a result, the materials chosen exhibited suitable
properties throughout the temperature range. Care was also taken with electrical and high-power
systems, since heat dissipation cannot be accomplished through convection in space.
7. People Power
There will be no humans on the moon to support this mission. After implementing code for each
component, the system will be completely autonomous. Human input would only be necessary to
correct errors or guide the excavator during maintenance.
8. Rocket Dimensions
All components of the system fit within a single lander. Page J-6 of Appendix J illustrates the layout
of each major component within the lander, as well as the volume taken up by individual parts.
9. Weight
Minimizing weight serves to minimize the cost of sending the system to the moon. Page J-6 of
Appendix J also analyzes the weight of each component. The total weight is well below the maximum
that a lander can support.
10. Power Required
Page J-7 of Appendix J shows power calculations for each component. By following the timeline of
Section 5.1.8 carefully, the maximum power provided is never exceeded.
11. Amount of Light Needed
There is complete darkness at the excavation site. Thus, several different types of sensors are
incorporated into the system to help locate components throughout the mission.
Due to time and budget constraints, the verification prototype of Section 6 was built to focus on
one key specification: water delivered. While Section 5 uses similarity and analysis to
demonstrate the design could meet the requirements, the section lacks data on the spherical
wheel system. Therefore, a prototype was made to assess the effectiveness of spherical
wheels. On the moon, each cart must be able to overcome static friction on lunar soil to
adequately transport regolith and water. Therefore, the water delivery specification can be
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related to two other specifications: overcoming static friction on a smooth surface and
overcoming static friction on a fine-grained surface. The fine-grained surface was simulated
with sand.

7.2 Test Description
First, the cart is placed on a smooth surface. Weights in increments of 500g are placed in the
cart. Weights are also added to the pulley in the same increments except when the weight is
close to the load-to-cart mass ratio, in which case weights of 50g are added to get a more
precise measurement. Weights are added to the pulley until static friction is overcome. Figure
59 shows the test set up. The test is performed twice on a concrete surface on Cal Poly’s
campus. At the end of this test, a graph of friction force versus weight in the cart is created.
See how the friction force is calculated in Section 7.3.

Figure 59. Test on a smooth surface. Test setup (top image). Adding weights to the pulley (bottom left image). Adding weights
to the cart (bottom right image)

Second, the cart is placed on a sand surface. Weights in increments of 500g are placed in the
cart. Weights are also added to the pulley in the same increments except when the weight is
close to the load-to-cart mass ratio, in which case weights of 50g are added to get a more
precise measurement. Weights are added to the pulley until static friction is overcome. The test
is performed twice and the testing set up can be found in Figure 60. A tarp is placed on the
concrete for the fine sand, which represents the lunar dust. At the end of this test, a graph of
friction force versus weight in the cart is created. See how the friction force is calculated in 7.3.
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Figure 60. Test on sand. Placing the sand on the tarp (top left image). Test setup (top right image). Wheels on the sand
(bottom image)

To perform these tests, the parts needed are specified in Section 6. For reference, see the
Design Verification Plan spreadsheet (Appendix F5). Additionally, the user manual can be
found in Appendix K.
For both tests, the acceptance criteria is that the cart overcomes static friction. The desired
results would be that the friction force increases linearly between having no added load in the
cart to having the same added load-to-cart ratio as our system. The coefficient of determination
(r ) should be more than 0.9.
2

7.3 Data Analysis
The measurements taken are the weight of the added load in the cart and the weights added
on the pulley. The weights added in the cart will be used to calculate the friction force. The
weights added to the pulley will show the force required to overcome static friction. A free body
diagram of the cart and of the added mass is shown in Figure 61 below:
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Figure 61. Free body diagrams for the cart and hanging mass during testing procedures

From the free body diagram,
𝑇 = 𝑊𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑇 = 𝐹𝑓
𝑊𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 = 𝑁
𝐹𝑓 = 𝜇𝑠 𝑁
The friction force was expected to increase linearly between having no added load in the cart to
having the same added load-to-cart ratio as our system. The load-to-cart ratio in our system is
calculated using the mass of the regolith and water carts in the final design sent to NASA (see System
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Architecture). For reference, Table 12 shows the theoretical mass of the carts and the mass of their
contents.
Table 12. Mass of the carts and the mass of their contents from the System Architecture

Mass of the regolith cart

1140 kg

Mass of the regolith in the cart

231.6 kg

Mass of the water cart

1022 kg

Mass of the wart in the cart

74.25 kg

The load-to-cart ratio for the regolith cart is 0.203 and the load-to-cart ratio for the water cart is 0.073
from the System Architecture. All data collected during testing can be found in Table 13.
Table 13. Data collected during testing

Testing Day

Day 1

Day 2

Added Weight in Cart (g)
0
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
0
500
550
600
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500

Total Hanging Mass (g)
2500
3000
3500
3500
4000
5500
5500
6000
2500
3000
4500
3000
3500
6000
7000
6500
7500
7500

Load-to-Cart Mass Ratio
0
0.175
0.351
0.526
0.702
0.877
1.053
1.228
0
0.175
0.193
0.211
0.351
0.526
0.702
0.877
1.053
1.228

The total hanging mass was plotted against added cart weight for each test that passed the acceptance
criteria. Figure 62 shows data from the first trial. This trial was conducted in an asphalt parking lot. An
R2 value of 0.94 was found for a linear trendline with a slope of about 1.0. This indicates that a linear
correlation is accurate.
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Figure 62. Trend of cart to hanging mass ratio on concrete, first day testing

Figure 63 shows information from the second trial. Unlike Figure 43, this plot reports a slope of about
1.6 with an R2 value of 0.87. Since the R2 value is less than 0.9, this data suggests that the linear
correlation is not accurate.

Figure 63. Trend of cart to hanging mass ratio on concrete, second day testing

The two trials of smooth-surface testing yielded different results. Numerous variables could contribute
to the discrepancy - including varying wind, temperatures, and weight-adding people. The roughness of
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the two surfaces also differed significantly; trial 1 was conducted on rough asphalt, while trial 2 was
conducted on smooth concrete.
After smooth-surface testing was completed, testing on sand began. However, the cart did not pass the
acceptance criteria on sand. As shown in Table F5 of Appendix F, all of the cart wheels would slide
instead of roll after the application of hanging masses.
During testing on smooth surfaces, oil was used to make the cart roll instead of slide on the ground.
When specific wheels were observed to lock up more than other wheels, they were inspected. These
wheels, while sometimes smoother than others on average, had patches of high roughness. To avoid
wheel lock-up in the future, one might consider using advanced machining techniques to make
roughness uniform across wheels.
Additionally, tests were performed on small, 3D printed plastic wheels. The theoretical system uses
large titanium wheels with a fine surface finish. The difference in material properties and geometries
warrants additional testing, but this would require more time and a larger budget.
Sand was used to simulate lunar dust, but the material did not have the same geometry or properties of
real lunar dust. The lunar environment also differs significantly from Earth’s environment, as discussed
in Section 2. Reduced gravity on the Moon would improve wheels’ ability to roll rather than slide, while
lunar dust would cling to the wheels more than sand.

7.4 Uncertainty Propagation
In performing tests, uncertainties arise due to the minimum error of the scale (uscale), statistical
uncertainty (ustat) and linearity uncertainty (ulinear). The theoretical uncertainty propagation calculation
can be found below:

𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 = ±0.5 ∗ (𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡)
𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 = ±0.5 ∗ (0.01)
𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 = ±0.005 𝑔
𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡 = ±

𝑡∗𝑠

√𝑛
𝑛 = 18
𝑛

1
𝑥̄ = ∑ 𝑥𝑖
n
𝑖=1

𝑥̄ = 4,694 𝑔
𝑡 = 2.104 (95% 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒)
𝑛

1
𝑠 =[
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̄)2 ](1/2)
(𝑛 − 1)
𝑖=1
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𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡

𝑠 = 1,750
2.104 ∗ 1,750
= ±
√18

𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡 = ± 868 𝑔

𝑛

𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟

1
= ±[
∑(𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 − 𝑦𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 )2 ](1/2)
(𝑛 − 2)
𝑖=1

𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 = ± 931 𝑔
2
2
2
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = √𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒
+ 𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡
+ 𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ± 1,273 𝑔
These uncertainty calculations are important because they show how closely the test data models the
system. The scale resolution uncertainty was very small relative to the linear and statistical
uncertainties. The linear uncertainty was the largest. To reduce the statistical and linear uncertainty,
more tests could be performed. The spherical wheel surface roughness varied significantly over the
surface. That means that the starting orientation of the wheels each test had a big impact on every data
point. Wheels with a finer and more uniform surface finish would have a much lower linear uncertainty.

7.5 Recommendations for Future Testing
For future testing, it is important to do as many small-scale tests as possible before investing in larger
tests. A smaller model of the cart and wheels could have given greater insight into how the wheels
would perform on sand. A different manufacturing method could also be used for the cart and wheels to
produce smoother and more accurate prototypes. Detailed friction testing of a single wheel model could
give insight on how to improve the design and on the system performance over longer time periods.
Additionally, future tests could focus on recreating accurate environmental conditions in which to
assess components. This would give greater weight to collected results and reduce the need for
additional tests.
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8.0 Project Management
While much of this project focused on large-scale system design, building, and testing work
was also completed. The focus on design was due to NASA submission deadlines for three
main deliverables: the system architecture, excavation plan, andmission animation. For the final
quarter of the project, however, work shifted to constructing a verification prototype and testing
the resulting device. As mentioned in Chapter 7, the verification prototype was developed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of spherical wheels when traversing granular terrain. The
following chapter will outline the key steps of the engineering design process used to complete
the project. The most effective techniques and some recommended process changes are also
included.

8.1 Design Timeline
The Winter quarter was spent doing extensive research, ideation, and ultimately design. In the
Spring quarter, additional design was performed, along with the creation of a system
architecture, excavation plan, and mission animation. To finalize the project, a verification
prototype was built and tested. The results of the entire project are now available to the public.
A Gantt chart was used to plan out all major tasks and can be found in Appendix I.
After initial project selection and teambuilding, research was conducted to better understand
the problem at hand. Lunar conditions, mining techniques, and transportation methods were all
researched in depth. Around this time, interviews were performed as well. Former NASA
challenge participants, drilling experts, and aerospace professors were consulted to gain
additional insights. Once a foundational understanding of the situation was established,
important engineering specifications to NASA were uncovered. From there, a Scope of Work
was written to reflect the research performed and clearly state the problem to be solved.
Next came ideation. In this phase, hundreds of ideas about excavation, transportation, water
extraction, and other processes were brainstormed. Some of these ideas were tested with
rudimentary concept models to assess their validity. Next, the most effective concepts were
combined in various ways and analyzed in decision matrices. The system moved forward with
the concepts that performed best against a weighted series of specifications. Conceptual CAD
was developed for the resulting components.
Once the fundamental elements of the system were chosen – including the use of a drill for
excavation, NASA’s Black Box for water extraction, and carts on cables for transportation –
analysis began. All components were examined in detail, requiring everything from drilling
calculations and timing to volume and weight analysis. Detailed CAD was created in the
process. Around this time, several deliverables for NASA were also developed (see Section
8.2). Hazards and risks associated with the system were also considered.
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The final stage of the project involved manufacturing and testing. First, manufacturing and
design verification plans were established to ensure that the device could be built and tested
within provided budget and time constraints. Materials were acquired over the course of a
couple weeks. In the following weeks, a cart was built atop four spherical wheels – the key
devices to be tested. Large wooden frames with pulleys were made to pull the cart. Next, the
wheels were tested on different surfaces while subjected to varying loads. The project ended
with a presentation and culminated in this report.

8.2 Project Milestones and Deliverables
Table 13 shows the key milestones completed for the ME 428, ME 429, and ME 430 classes.
NASA requirements are not included in this table.
Table 14. Milestone table

Milestone

Description

Completion Date

Preliminary Design Review

Document of selected design direction,
including top concepts

03/04/21

Interim Design Review

Presentation on design and implementation
plans

04/08/21

Critical Design Review

Paper describing final, high-level design

09/25/2021

Project Expo

Formal exposition of the entire project for
the public, including verification prototype
demonstration

11/19/2021

Final Design Review

Report containing results of testing,
description of verification prototype, and
project conclusion information

11/23/2021
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Table 14 shows the primary NASA deliverables submitted. The System Architecture was a
report involving the details of our theoretical system design, including hardware, operational,
and performance considerations. That report has since been incorporated into Section 5.1 of
this CDR. The Excavation Plan took the form of a drawing package that also outlined drilling
locations and key distances. Finally, the Mission Animation was a five-minute video uploaded to
YouTube demonstrating the system during its lifetime of operation. Additional deliverables
related to submission eligibility and team background were also submitted but will not be
included in the table.
Table 15. NASA deliverable table

NASA Deliverable

Points

Description

System Architecture

200

Report on needed hardware and
environmental analysis

Excavation Plan

50

Illustrate all details of mining

Mission Animation

50

Show entire system throughout a
full year of operation

Final Submission
Date

06/18/21

8.3 Effective Design Process Techniques
Several effective design process techniques were developed throughout the project. First was
a common organization system. By collecting all research, data, pictures, and other files in
OneDrive, information could be easily shared amongst team members. This also aided in
recalling old information that had not been used in months.
Regular team meetings were another useful technique. These kept the project moving at a
steady pace. While much of the work was accomplished outside of the meetings, the
meetings provided a common time to reflect on the timeline of the project and make key group
decisions.
Over time, team members specialized as well. While some individuals focused on CAD and
3D printing, others worked on the animation. By dividing tasks by interest, the team stayed
engaged and was more efficient than would otherwise be possible. That said, working on
reports was always a group activity. This allowed for everyone’s perspectives on the project to
be documented. Small errors were also caught more easily due to group work on reports.
On the technical side, conducting interviews and performing research were useful throughout
the entire project. These techniques were used to gain experts’ insights and locate potential
pitfalls in the design.
The manufacturing phase of the project was also able to move quickly due to the planning
preceding it. Without the planning, numerous issues would arise. But with the planning,
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potential problems were predicted and countered. For example, some of the screws used to
fasten boards together were too long and protruded through the boards. However, since this
was predicted, the team knew to use a hammer to bend the screws and mitigate the hazards
of sharp edges.

8.4 Recommended Design Process Changes
From early in the design process, it became evident that much more analysis would be
desirable when picking between different concepts to accomplish certain large-scale
functions. For instance, one of the regolith excavation techniques brainstormed involved
corroding the rock. Ultimately, a drill was selected for this purpose, but there was inadequate
data backing the choice. Spending much more time on research during this phase – or
otherwise constructing more useful concept models – would greatly benefit the final system
design.
Having additional team members with expertise in different areas would also be useful. For
example, wiring diagrams of the system were not made since none of the existing team
members were familiar with them. For that matter, there was not enough time for the team to
accomplish smaller-scale tasks like these.
Unfortunately, there was also insufficient time to modify the design after constructing the
verification prototype. Achieving a better surface finish would be more useful for assessing the
effectiveness of the spherical wheels. Clearances between outer casings and wheels could
also benefit from slight adjustments. Additional models could eliminate these issues and
better reflect potential challenges faced by the theoretical system.
Due to a pandemic that lasted for the duration of the project, certain testing facilities were also
unavailable. Being able to evaluate wheels – or even the materials to be used in the system –
when exposed to lunar conditions would be highly advantageous. Spending more time finding
testing facilities is therefore recommended.
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9.0 Conclusions & Recommendations
The goal of this project was to design a system that addresses a key challenge in creating a
lunar base. The system designed can provide a lunar base with a continuous supply of water
extracted directly from the lunar surface for use as drinking water, fuel, agriculture, and more. It
achieves this goal while keeping metrics like power consumption and landed mass below the
limits given by NASA. This document presented an understanding of the challenge at hand,
justification for how the system design helps solve the water extraction and transport challenge,
and an evaluation of the unique wheel system using a physical test build.
Ultimately, the use of a two-piece spherical wheel system without an axel or bearings is not
recommended. The spherical wheel design could work if more effort is directed towards
reducing friction between the wheel and the wheel housing using magnets or another
mechanical component. Further wheel iterations should be tested with more accurate lunar
conditions, especially finer lunar dust simulant to better approximate actual lunar dust.
The unpowered cart and winch transport concept could be further developed into a fully
functioning prototype. The test build was able to realign the cart with the pulling ropes even
when the spherical wheels wouldn’t spin. This shows that the concept of a cart pulled by cables
is a feasible solution to the challenge of navigation without complicated sensor systems.
The coring drill concept should be evaluated using a physical test build to see if the power,
speed, and durability values that were used for analysis are accurate to real world performance.
If a test build could meet these specifications, then the coring drill design would be an important
component for a future lunar mining system.
To better visualize the full system package submitted to NASA’s Break the Ice Challenge, refer
to the following mission animation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CqLeWGeUkI&t=2s.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Lunar Landers Hypothetical Mass and Volume Specifications [1].

9,000 - 12,000 kg
Landed Mass Capacity
Main Section Dimensions

Nose Section Dimensions

Length

10.45 meters

Diameter

6.35 meters

Volume

331 cubic meters

Length

7.15 meters

Diameter

Narrows from a maximum of
6.35 meters

Volume

127 cubic meters

Table A2. Icy Regolith Data [1].

Bulk Density

Porosity

Compressive
Strength

Tensile
Strength

0-20 cm at 0%
H2O

1.47 g/cm3

46.5%

-

-

20-100 cm at 4%
H2O

1.79 g/cm3

34.9%

1.5-2 MPa

0.40-0.55 MPa

100-350 cm at
10% H2O

1.85 g/cm3

32.7%

20-35 MPa

10 -12 MPa

A-1

Appendix B

Figure B1. QFD House of Quality.

B-1

Appendix C

Figure C1. Results of Jamboard Ideation Sessions.

C-1

Figure C2. Additional Ideation with Subfunctions.

C-2

First evaluation of ideas (02/09/21):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Oil fracking
Boring machine mixing with extraction machine
Heating up drills (very small drill hole, feed in a tiny heat and extract tip)
Scoops
Making a hole so that water evaporates upward and garbage stays in hole
Corrode regolith / chemical reaction
Using power of sun (system of mirror and lenses)
Controlled explosive
Magnetic levitation
Buckets on pulleys
Using gravity
Rail system
Dig a hole at delivery point then use a siphon (underground tunnel)
Pipelines (with a capillary action)
Rover
Hose
Pump
Sublimation / filtration
Boring machine (slice off thin slivers of regolith into a pressurized and heated container
to melt the water and then suck it through a filter)
Explosion to get regolith out of ground and capture water with a big net tent over the site
(sublimation)
Natural frequency of regolith
Rover that becomes a tower
Uncoiling tracks
Tent pole method
Electromagnetic rails
Mobile 3D printer
Concrete drill bit extruder
Figure C3. Preliminary Ideas List for Additional Research.
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Appendix D
Table D1. Pugh matrix for water extraction methods.

Table D2. Pugh matrix for regolith transportation methods.

D-1

Table D3. Pugh matrix for regolith excavation methods.

D-2

Appendix E
Table E1. Concept Models for Excavation Function

Concept Image

Concept Description
Drill & pump type model – a drill (shown by
the longer straw) comes down and drills a
pilot hole into the ground, a second pipe
shoots a jet of warm water transverse to the
direction of the drill, eroding and melting the
regolith. The longer straw will suck up the
liquid to extract the water. The straws are
supposed to be inside one another and were
able to be moved up and down, but glued
side by side for visual representation
Drum excavator model – The drum rotates
uses the little “scoops” covering the drum to
excavate regolith and collect the pieces
inside. One side of the drum pops off to
release the excavated regolith at the
extraction site.

Moving scoop container - This idea allows
for excavating of the icy regolith with a
scooping method. The scoop can rotate and
drop the icy regolith in the container, which is
open during the excavation process. Once
the container is full, it can close and drive to
the excavation plant, hence the presence of
wheels. This idea was inspired by the tea box
that can open and close. It got me thinking
about the type of sensor we would need for
this machine.
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Fracking - This idea is inspired by earth
fracking. A vertical tube goes into the hole
and some fluid or pressure is applied to it.
There is also a horizontal drill to help with the
fracture of icy regolith. Building this idea got
me thinking about: will we have to move the
device for place to place? How big should the
tubes and horizontal drill go? How will it be
installed?

This model is a boring machine/extraction
machine combination. On the front face
where it makes contact with regolith, the
spiral pattern of sharp cups will shear off
slivers of the rock face with each rotation.
These slivers will be sucked back through the
tube and sublimated/melted to separate the
water from the regolith. Then these two
materials will be sucked out through different
tubes.
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Table E2. Concept Models for Transportation Function

Concept Image

Concept Description
Vertical piping system – At the extraction
site, the water is pushed straight upward via a
pump/motor over the elevation of the crater,
then gravity pushes the water downwards
towards the delivery site. This can be used
for either liquid or solids based on the internal
mechanism of the pipes.
Bendable rail installation – A long railway
that is joined in sections via joints for easy
transportation and installation. The joints are
represented through simple hinges and can
be folded or rotated to represent two different
types.
Rolling shield - This idea was inspired by the
cleaning wipe container. Similar to the first
idea, it is a shield and hole type idea.
However, this time the shield is flexible, and
would fill up with the water vapor, like a
balloon. When the flexible shield is full, it
would close and roll to the delivery site. The
questions that came with this idea are: How
big should the hole be? How deep should we
dig the hole for the closing cap to fit? How
can we seal the hole when collecting the
water? How can we control where it goes
during transportation?
I-shaped rails with two wheels - This idea is
inspired by a rail transportation system. A
container with wheels goes around the
excavation site and collects the icy regolith.
Then, it rolls onto the I-shaped rail system
and rolls on a big wheel (more like a
conveyor belt than what is shown in the
picture). This concept made me question the
stability of this idea.
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Regolith Transport: Slide/Ramp - The next
model is essentially a foam board slide.
During development, we found that glue
along the seams between pieces was largely
unnecessary—pins at two points for each
connection could do the job just as well. Ice
cubes were then dropped on the slide to
simulate loading icy regolith. On early tests,
the lack of railings led to cubes falling from
the slide whenever the slide was slightly tilted
to either side. Straws were added to remedy
this issue. After additional testing, a few more
issues were discovered. With too low a ramp
angle, friction with the slide prevented ice
from moving at all. With too high a ramp
angle, ice cubes would still overshoot the
railings. Rougher materials (including jagged
stones) could get stuck and were generally
harder to direct down the slide. Lastly, over
several trials, a thin residue accumulated on
the slide. Figure 3 shows the slide operating
with an ice cube.

Regolith/Water Transport: Gravity
Gondola - This model includes a bucket
suspended on a cable between two extending
towers. Using the convenient Tape Flaps ™
(not ™ yet), one can extend or retract a
tower. This action causes the angle of the
cable to change. As a result, the bucket
travels (due to gravity) down towards the
lower tower. A method like this could be used
to translate purely vertical motion into a much
more complex movement (like the angled
path the bucket travels along). After a few
tests, I noted how the bucket could potentially
get stuck if it were allowed too close to either
tower. In addition, when neither tower is
extended, the loose length of the cable (in
addition to the bucket’s weight) causes the
bucket to rest toward the center of the
contraption. When making this model, I
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considered using springs to lock towers into
either suspended or contracted positions.
Regolith/Water Transport: Single Rail - My
last idea is of a mechanism to attach to a
solid, single rail. Using a clothespin alone
could attach a bucket to the pencil rail, but
the attachment was too tight to permit motion.
By forcing the clothespin to open slightly, a
sturdy connection was achieved that also
allowed the bucket to slide along the rail.
Figure 9 demonstrates this concept. The
concept could potentially be accomplished in
a more realistic device using a spring with a
diminished spring constant (though relative to
the change in size). On occasion, the
clamping mechanism had troubles bridging
the tape junction between pencils—this could
be indicative of issues crossing a real rail
line’s junction between tracks. This idea led
me to wonder whether the clamping action
was necessary; a C-shaped device stretched
between two parallel rails might be more
convenient.

This is an electromagnetic mining cart. 2
pairs of unpowered wheels stabilize the cart
on both sides. The rail in the middle is
propelled by the electric rails. This technology
would be similar to the way a railgun works.
With no drag resistance, it would be very fast.
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Table E3. Concept Models for Water Extraction Function

Concept Image

Concept Description
Sublimation extraction model – a
temperature/pressure changing device
(represented by the pipe cleaner) is drilled
into the regolith and sublimates the ice into
vapor, which is captured above in the “net”
above the regolith and sucked out via a tube

Shield and pipeline - This model is inspired
by the idea of making a hole that is 100cm
deep to expose the icy regolith with 10%
water in it. The shield would be heated up to
create sublimation. The water vapor would go
into the pipeline for transportation. Some
questions that I thought about while making
this concept model are: how to cut precise
holes? How big should the shield be? How
can we move the shield when we need to dig
deeper to expose more icy regolith? What
kind of fitting do we need for the pipe?
Water Extraction: Solar Magnification The next model includes two plastic
containers connected by a straw. In each part
of Figure 4, the left container contains the “icy
regolith” (an ice cube) while the right
container would ideally contain water vapor
(transferred over via the straw). A magnifying
glass was included to focus incoming solar
energy on the ice cube. Despite the presence
of some sunlight, the ice cube did not appear
to experience a phase change. Additional
testing (preferably at noon on a much brighter
day) will be needed to determine whether the
model is feasible.
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Water Extraction: Underground Heating Several ice cubes were buried under multiple
inches of dirt (simulating the 0% water
regolith on the moon). The entire test setup
was enclosed in a metal container. A 1200 W
heating tool was used to heat up the center of
one side of the container. This heating would
simulate several concepts my team had,
many of which involved somehow heating the
regolith while still underground. Figure 5
includes the results of this test. We found
that, even at 1200 W, several minutes were
needed to start melting the ice cubes.

Table E4. Concept Models for Autonomous System Installation Function

Concept Image

Concept Description
Tower Support: Filled-In Hole – This model
includes a small plastic container and a
popsicle stick. The container was made to
simulate a hole in the lunar surface, and the
stick simulates a tall tower. The purpose of
the model was to determine if burying the
bases of towers could provide sufficient
support to keep them upright. Next, the stick
was placed upright in the container, which
was then filled with dirt and snow. The loose
dirt kept the tower vertical, but the tower was
free to tip in the loose snow. One might
expect lunar dust to more closely resemble
snow, while thicker regolith might be modeled
as dirt. Filling the hole with other materials
could provide greater results.
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Tower Creation: Extending Tower - My next
design is an extending/collapsible tower. The
tower works like a set of nesting dolls, where
the lowest piece is the greatest diameter, the
next piece is slightly smaller, and so on. Pins
can either be used to connect sections or to
block upper sections from moving
downwards. I learned that applying the pins
can sometimes be difficult and that the more
components there are in the tower, the more
unstable it becomes. Creating a perfectly
vertical tower with this method would be very
difficult. This model inspired us to try using
extending towers as a method of
water/regolith transport.
Rail Setup: Rail Coil - In the leadup to model
creation, multiple members of my team
discussed methods for saving space where a
rail/piping system to be packed into a rocket
and shot to the moon. I created a small spool
of wire surrounded by small chunks of straws
to simulate a coiled-rail system. Figure 7
shows the rail system in both its compacted
and unwound forms. Were we to move
forward with a model like this, we would need
to find a way of unraveling the spool and
placing rail lines in desirable locations. This
design is easily scalable and could include
multiple rail lines. The shifting cable needed
in this design inspired me to tackle an
alternative water/regolith transport design
using a cable.
This mini model was an example of how
components (like a self building tower) could
fold to reduce volume for transport, and then
expand later.
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This is the second component of the rail
system. It would unspool itself, rolling out
towards the mining site and laying down its
track. The two electromagnetic long coiled
electromagnetic rails have even spacing
using lightweight spacers.
This is a model of the transition tank,
between extracting from the ground and
sending to the transport. The pipe would draw
water up from whatever machine is extracting
water. This pressurized tank would hold the
water after drawing it from the ground. The
flexible legs would work on an uneven
surface, and could lift the structure while
folding out.

Table E5. Transportation Concept Sketches from Decision Matrix (Except the Top Two).

Sketch

Description
Slide - The concept behind this idea is to only put work
into vertical motion. Then use gravity to move the ice
horizontally and vertically down to the main base.
Pipeline -The idea is to pressurize and/or heat this
pipeline and then pump either vapor or liquid water
through the pipe from the crater to the main base.
Moving extractor - The moving extractor would scoop up
weakened or broken regolith. Then it would extract the
water from the regolith while transporting it to the main
base.
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Table E6. Extraction Concept Sketches from Decision Matrix (Except the Top Two).

Sketch

Description
Magnifying Glass -This method is based on using solar
energy to cause sublimation in the icy regolith, thereby
separating water vapor from other materials in the rock. A
large convex lens (or series of lenses and mirrors) can be
oriented to converge rays of light from the sun onto a
single point on the moon. If the point receives enough
thermal energy, the regolith could potentially be melted.
As energy from the sun is used, operating the system
would be very energy efficient. The operation could easily
be scaled, allowing for a large quantity of water extraction
for a minimal increase in the complexity of operation.
Corrosion - This system uses a small rover equipped
with a corrosive substance to convert regolith to water.
The substance is simply poured over the rock, and water
is released by the chemical reaction.

Heated Hole and Sublimation Bag - In this system, a
hole is first drilled in the ground. A thin, metallic tube is
then inserted. The tube is heated, causing the water
within the regolith to vaporize. This vapor is captured
within a sealed bag.
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Fracking and Filtration - Here, a specialized fracking
machine is first set up. An attached digging tool creates a
small hole. Using pressurized water, the rest of the device
uses the force of the water to further crack exposed
regolith. Small chunks of regolith are sucked up the tube,
and then pass through a filter. The pure water permitted
past the filter is collected within a container attached to
the device.

Table E7. Excavation Concept Sketches from Decision Matrix (Except the Top Two).

Sketch

Description
Hole and sublimation – A pointed bit is used to break
up the regolith. A braided net is sealed over the hole
and around the bit. The bit and net are heated up, and
the hole is pressurized slightly. This causes the ice in
the broken regolith to sublimate and rise in lunar
conditions. The vapor is caught by the net and sucked
out via a vacuum tube. This acts as both excavation and
purification of the regolith.

Magnifying glass – A series of rotating mirrors are
placed around the edge of the crater. The mirrors large
amounts of sunlight into a magnifying glass over the
excavation site. The energy from the concentrated
sunlight melts the ice and allows for easy suction and
filtration

Controlled explosion – Inspired by the scene in
Monsters Inc where they blow up the sock, a metal
dome is sealed over a spot of regolith, with an explosive
placed underneath. The explosive breaks apart the
regolith under the dome, and the small bits are sucked
out through a tube into the filtration machine.
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Fracking - This idea is inspired by earth fracking. A
vertical tube goes into the hole and some fluid or
pressure is applied to it. There is also a horizontal drill to
help with the fracture of icy regolith. Overall, this idea
helps use with getting more water as we can go deeper
than with a hard rock drill. The negative points from this
idea mainly come from how big and complex the system
is.

Boring/ extraction machine - This idea uses a boring
machine to excavate the icy regolith. A boring machine
is similar to a hard rock drill in many ways. It would
excavate more icy regolith as the drill is accompanied by
circular container to take the material out of the ground.
However, this container adds weight and volume to the
machine.

Heating up drill tip with hole - This idea is selfexplanatory; the tip of the drill is heated up. By heating
up the tip, the rotation of the drill allows for more
material to be removed. To preserve power, the drill is
smaller than a typical drill tip which makes it easier to
transport to the moon, but it also is easier to break.

Scoops with wheels - This idea is inspired by the
RASSOR. The robot has counterrotating bucket drums
on opposing arms. They excavate regolith by scoops
mounted on the drums exteriors that take multiple cuts
of regolith while rotating. Inside the hollow drums are
baffles that trap the regolith and prevent it from falling
back out of the scoops. This idea is proven to work well
in lunar conditions and even uses the low gravity to its
advantage. However, it is not able to go deep very fast
which is a big inconvenience as the water is deep.
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Appendix F
Table F1. Design Hazard Checklist - Theoretical System
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Note: Since the theoretical system is to be operated on the Moon without any human presence,
no corrective actions need to be taken.
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Table F2. Design Hazard Checklist - Verification Prototype
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Table F3. Design Hazard Plan - Verification Prototype

Description of Hazard
and Hazard Number
(from Table G2)

Planned Corrective Action

Planned
Date

Actual
Date

1: Pinch point between
wheels and casing

Onlookers will be prohibited from
touching wheels. The casing will also
be curved to limit access to pinch
points.

10/30/2021 10/30/2021

3: During testing, the
prototype holds and is
pulled by weights

At least two people will perform each
testing procedure. One person will set up
the test, while the other monitors
components to ensure they stay in place
until all nearby people are clear of the
prototype.

11/02/2021 11/02/2021
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Table F4. FMEA - Verification Prototype
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Table F4. FMEA - Verification Prototype continued
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Table F4. FMEA - Verification Prototype continued
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Table F5. DVP&R - Design Verification Plan
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Table F7. Designsafe Risk Assessment Report
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Appendix G
Table G1. Purchase Request Sheet
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Appendix H
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Appendix I

Figure I1a. Gantt chart. This part shows tasks from early interviews through design analysis.
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Figure I1b. Gantt chart continued. This part shows tasks from analysis through manufacturing.
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Figure I1c. Gantt chart continued. This part shows tasks from manufacturing through the end of
the project.
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Appendix J
Table J1. Ice Core Drill Analysis Tool. The blank cells are reference cells, the green cells areset parameters, the yellow cells are parameters
we can choose, the orange cells are intermediate calculation cells, and the blue cells indicate the final water output.
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Appendix K
Cart Testing User Manual
The following manual outlines the parts and procedures necessary to set up and operate the cart testing
device.

Figure K1. Cart testing device.
A list of required parts has been provided along with potential hazards. All parts, with the exception of
PLA filament used to 3D print wheels, can be acquired through The Home Depot. Please see Table 1 of
Section 6.3 for the complete list of supplies used in the creation of the verification prototype. In the event
that a part is damaged, refer to Section 6 to find the steps needed to manufacture individual components.
Parts List
• LEGION Cart
• LEGION Testing Pulley Frame
• 3/16” Rope (50 ft.)
• 10’x12’ Tarp
• Bag of Sand (40 lb)
• Bags of Gravel Pebbles (two 2.5kg bags, four 1kg bags, eight 500g bags, and twenty 50g bags)
• Large canvas grocery bag
Personal Protective Equipment
• Closed-toed shoes
• Safety glasses
Safety Hazards and Prevention
To avoid personal injury or hurting people around you, please take note of the following hazards. First, do
not stand or sit in the cart at any time. The cart does not have brakes and is not designed to support a
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human’s weight. Second, some of the parts in the Part List are heavy. Keep a sturdy grip on parts to
avoid dropping them. Wear closed-toed shoes to protect your feet. By handling weights in small,
manageable increments, the danger can be minimized.
Assembly Setup
Equipment Required
• LEGION Cart
• LEGION Testing Pulley Frame
• 3/16” Rope (50 ft.)
• 10’x12’ Tarp
• Bag of Sand (40 lb)
• Large sturdy bag
Setup
The parts can be seen in Figure X1.

Figure K2. Parts needed for cart testing assembly.
1. Spread out the tarp across a flat, level surface.
(Optional) Carefully spread a thin layer of sand over the center of the tarp. Figure X2 shows an example
area suitable for testing. The container of sand can be used to weigh down the tarp.
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Figure K3. Tarp with sand applied.
2. Align the LEGION Testing Pulley Frame with the LEGION Cart as shown in Figure X3. One of the
cart’s hooks should be in line with the bottom pulley of the pulley frame. The cart should be eight feet
from the pulley frame.

Figure K4. Aligning the cart with the pulley frame.
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3. Weave the rope through the assembly while holding the cart in place. Begin by tying one end to the
cart hook facing the pulley frame. Pull the rope through the bottom pulley, then vertically to wind it
through the hole in the top pulley. Pull the rope horizontally through the final pulley at the back of the
pulley frame until the rope is taut. Figure X4 shows the final rope positioning. Make sure that the rope
between the cart and the frame is completely straight and the rope connecting the pulleys makes proper
contact with the pulley wheels.

Figure K5. Setting up the rope.
4. The rope should now be free to dangle from the back of the pulley frame. Leave a 1’ section hanging,
but cut off any excess rope. Tie the large sturdy bag onto the hanging rope.
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Device Testing
Equipment Required
• Assembled setup
• Bags of Gravel Pebbles (two 2.5kg bags, four 1kg bags, eight 500g bags, and twenty 50g bags)
Setup
1. Cart masses can be placed directly in the cart body, as shown in Figure X5. Hanging masses can be
hung on the dangling rope shown in Figure X6.

Figure K6. Cart masses in the cart body. Bags of gravel pebbles are used to increase the cart’s mass.
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Figure K7. Adding hanging masses. Bags of gravel pebbles are used to increase the hanging mass
applied to the rope.
2. Adjust the cart and hanging masses as needed.
See Section 7 for the procedure and data tables used to assess the effectiveness of spherical wheels.
A Note on Assembly Modifications
The verification prototype produced was intended to assess the effectiveness of spherical wheels on a
loose, fine-grained terrain. Certain aspects of the device - such as the pulley frame for testing - are much
less critical than the wheels themselves. If one wishes to use the assembly for an alternative purpose,
then the assembly can be easily modified to fit that purpose. For instance, if one wanted to assess the
effectiveness of different cables in varying environments, the 3/16” rope from the Parts List could be
swapped out for a different material. However, some modifications can introduce new hazards. A brief list
of changes and their accompanying hazards are listed in Table X1.
Table K1. Additional hazards associated with select modifications to the assembly.
Modification

Additional Hazards and Recommendations

Use fine-grained / powder
material in place of sand.

Wear a respirator or a suitable mask to avoid inhaling fine particles.
Perform testing indoors or with a larger tarp to avoid losing particles to
wind.

Use metal components

Round sharp edges to avoid cuts. Be aware of new pinch points.
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instead of wood or plastic
ones.
Use powered winches in place
of pulley(s).

Cover exposed wiring. Be aware of electrical hazards.

Troubleshooting & Repair
LEGION Cart & Frame
Due to their modular design and low cost, broken components from the cart and frame can be rebought
and replaced. Material sourcing can be found in Appendix G, and cut dimensions are in Appendix H.
LEGION Wheel Assembly
If the wheel assemblies do not rotate properly, the wheels can be sanded down, or the wheel frame
screws can be loosened slightly. The wheel assemblies can be reprinted in the event of failure.
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